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For more recipes, news and interviews 
fi nd us online at foodandwine.ie
Instagram: @foodandwineireland 
Facebook: @FoodandWineIreland   
Twitter: @foodandwineIE

It’s a time of change for many of us, as 
we navigate the post-pandemic world, 
and that includes all of us here at 

Food&Wine Magazine.
We have a new look that we hope 

you’ll love, and we also have a new 
regular slot for all things related to food 
and your home. Each month Elaine 
Prendeville will run the rule over 
everything from tableware to gadgets 
and kitchens to glasses, and you can read 
her first contributions on page 22.

From now on, you can also expect 
travel to feature in every edition of 
Food&Wine Magazine. Personally I’m 
giddy at the prospect of road trips 
around Ireland as well as overseas 
holidays, and our aim is to give you top-
notch advice on destinations to try. This 
month’s piece focuses on The K Club in 
Co Kildare, which is thriving under new 
management.

Elsewhere, Jordan Mooney meets 
Kwanghi Chan in his new Dublin 
restaurant, Alex Meehan asks Kevin 
Burke of Library Street about life in 
the kitchen of the capital’s hottest new 
venue, and Oisin Davis dives into the 
world of Cognac.

Mick O’Connell has timed his look 
at what’s new and exciting in sparkling 
wines perfectly - I’ll certainly be raising 
a glass to the future - and Domini Kemp 
has cooked up some great Valentine’s 
Day dinner options.

UNTIL NEXT MONTH,
GILLIAN

TWITTER: @GNELIS
INSTAGRAM: @GNELIS1
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APPETISER

THIS MONTH 
I’M LOVING...
*Nobó’s Piedmont hazelnut 
chocolate spread
Be warned: this stuff is 
utterly addictive. Find it for 
€7.50 a jar on nobo.ie and 
in The Treathouse, Nobó’s 
new food and coffee 
store on Dunville Avenue 
in Ranelagh, Dublin. It’s 
gluten-free and vegan, and 
contains no palm oil.

*King of Kefi r’s 
refreshing drinks
I’m regularly shocked by the 
amount of sugar contained 
in some so-called ‘healthy’ 
ke  r drinks  i s al a s 
best to check the label 
before you buy. There are 
no such issues with the 
ones ade  ing o  e  r 
in Dublin. Buy online at 
kingo ke  r ie  or in s ockis s 
including Avoca, Ardkeen 
in Waterford and selected 
SuperValus.

*Blood oranges
It’s always a joy to see 
blood oranges popping up 
on menus - it’s a sure sign 
that brighter days 
are coming. 
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Bite-Size
Your guide to all things hot in food 
and drink this month

April 8-10: The Irish centenary package at Ashford Castle in 
Cong, Co Mayo (from €1,775 based on two people sharing) includes lectures on 
life in Ireland a century ago by broadcasters David McCullagh and Myles Dungan, 
as well as conservation expert Turtle Bunbury.  The price includes two nights in a 

Corrib lake view room, full breakfast each morning, and a fi ve course dinner on 
one evening in the elegant George V dining room. With suppliers like Dooncastle 

Oysters, Achill Island Lamb, Skeaghanore Duck and Andarl Farm pork, you’ll eat 
like the king the room is named for.  See ashfordcastle.com for details.

June 10-12:  The 13th annual West Waterford Festival of Food 
returns to Dungarvan after the Covid hiatus. Expect a mix of ticketed and free 

events, and the hugely popular open air food market on Sunday. Keep an eye on 
the festival's social channels and website - westwaterfordfestivaloffood.com - 

for updates.

AMUSE BOUCHE

THIS MONTH WE WILL BE TRYING...

FEBRUARY
is a good month to…

Get growing. Michael Kelly, founder of 
Grow It Yourself, has launched a new 
seed subscription service and podcast 
to help growers around the country.  

The monthly seed delivery, which can 
be purchased at giy.ie and costs €12.50 

per month, includes three different 
seasonal seeds that will arrive just in 
time for sowing.  The subscription 
also includes an expert guide from 

Kelly and live Q&A sessions to make 
your growing journey successful. The 

podcast, named Food Done Right, 
focuses on exploring how we eat, and 

how growing our own food can help us 
rethink our whole food system. 
For more details, see giy.ie. 

The Mediterranean-inspired 
Sorbetto range from the Dalkey 
Food Company. Ivan Varian’s 
range includes fl avours like 
Sorrento (very lemony), Torca 
(raspberry and tarragon) and Vico 
(chocolate orange). He suggests 
shaking some Sorrento sorbet 
with vodka, then topping up with 
bubbles for a Sgroppino cocktail 
- and who are we to argue? 
Each 500ml tub costs €6.50, and 
you can see a list of stockists at 
thedalkeyfoodcompany.com.
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THE GEORGE V DINING ROOM AT ASHFORD CASTLE
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WORTH A VISIT: 
THE BLIND PIG SPEAKEASY
This Prohibition-style cocktail 
bar in Dublin city centre 
has long been one of our 
favourites, and we aren’t alone 
- it’s come third in a poll of the 
most mysterious bars to visit 
in Ireland and Britain by The 
Bottle Club, a collective of 
industry experts and curious 
drinkers. Expect drinks like the 
Hedgerow Highball (whiskey, 
raspberry wine, Irish ginger 
ale and more), as well as old 
favourites like French martinis 
and Irish coffees. Private 
cocktail-making classes are also 
available for parties of eight or 
more. Book at theblindpig.ie.

BACK IN THE BOX
Lockdown may be over, but it’s likely that 
food boxes will remain a part of the Irish 
food scene for a little while yet. Here are 
three to try this month.

1WINEDOWN: 
These six-course at-home boxes are priced at 
€55, and are available in a variety of options. 

The Classic includes homemade focaccia and 
steak skewers, while The Vegetarian includes 
smoked fungi croquettes, Jerusalem artichoke 
three ways, and more. Add wine for an extra €20, 
or go for a cheese and charcuterie offering from 
€25. Pick up at one of the restaurants is free or 
delivery costs €5 if you live within six kilometres 
of one of the restaurants. 
Details at meltdown.ie/winedown.

2THE DOUGH BROS:
You’ll need speedy thumbs to nab one of 
these in-demand home pizza kits from 

Ronan and Eugene Greaney, but persevere: you 
won't believe how good they've managed to make 
posted pizza taste. Each box, which contains the 
making of three pizzas, costs €39.99, and you can 
add extras like dips or beers. Nationwide delivery is 
available via thedoughbros.ie.

3BUJO:
The original, and some would argue still 
the best, this burger joint’s at-home kit 

brightened up many a gloomy lockdown day. 
Choose from a classic kit for €35, or vegan and 
veggie options for €40, and add extras like canned 
wine, CloudPicker coffee and beer from Wicklow 
Wolf. Order at bujo.ie.

61%
The number of people who told Just Eat, the online 

food ordering service, that they are considering 
sticking to a plant-based diet even after the end of 

Veganuary. The survey also found that 62 per cent of 
respondents are planning to eat a vegan alternative 

to meat at least once a week going forward. Searches 
for the term ‘vegan food near me’ were up by more 
than 5,000 per cent in 2021, according to Google. 

MORE CHEESE, PLEASE

Griolladh, makers of very fi ne toasted 
sandwiches, have opened their 

fi rst bricks and mortar café, having 
heretofore been a food truck business. 

It’s on Thomas Street in Dublin, and 
will be open seven days a week for 
dine-in, takeaway and delivery. It 
will also serve as a hub supplying 

Griolladh’s trucks, which are located 
in Malahide, Dundrum and on Grand 

Canal Street. Founded by Jack Brennan 
and Jacob Long, Griolladh was 

shortlisted for Food Truck of the Year 
at the 2021 Food&Wine Restaurant of 

the Year awards. griolladh.ie

CHEAT'S corner
The beef  Wellington which James Whelan 
Butchers added to its dine at home collection 
before Christmas is back by popular demand 
for Valentine’s Day. Oven-ready, it’s made 
with aged Irish beef fillet, mushroom duxelle 
and buttery puff pastry, generously serves 
two people, and costs €60. 
For details on how to get your hands on one, see 
jameswhelanbutchers.com.
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TABLE 
FOR 
TWO
Our resident chef DOMINI KEMP 
shares recipes to enjoy this 
Valentine’s Day 

Oh how we all dread Valentine’s night in 
hospitality. Rose petals, chocolate-dipped 
fruits, prosecco and a whole heap of 

pressure are piled onto this wretched night. 
Maybe that’s just my 50-year-old cynicism. 

Regardless, do yourselves a favour this year: stay at 
home and whip up something properly delicious.  

I would suggest you do a few bits the night before 
to alleviate the inevitable time constraints, allowing 
you to emerge from the kitchen looking victorious 
rather than sweaty. Marinating the steaks and par-
boiling the spuds, as well as making the molten cakes 
and leaving them in the fridge until ready to bake, 
will get you ahead of the posse.  

Mind you, there were suggestions made, after we 
photographed all the dishes, that after consuming 
this entire meal, you will be in a food coma. But 
that’s still a lot more romantic than heart-shaped 
chocolates and red roses.  All recipes - naturally - 
serve two. 

STEAK WITH STICKY BOURBON SAUCE 
AND BEST-EVER OVEN CHIPS  
The key to the great crust on this steak is the marinade. It’s a complete cheat 
but really useful for home cooks as domestic hobs, which can be pretty weak in 
comparison to chargrills and commercial hobs, rarely get the same charred outside 
that tastes so good. The oven chips work a treat. They need a little bit of prep, but 
they’re really worth it. 

INGREDIENTS
2 thick cut steaks, around 200g each - ribeye, fillet or sirloin would all work 

ood pinch of salt 
reshly ground black pepper 

100g butter

For the marinade 
0ml bourbon 
g powdered instant coffee 

2 tbsp soft brown sugar 
0ml olive oil 

For the oven chips 
 potatoes, appro imately 00g 

1 tbsp white wine or malt vinegar 
100ml olive oil  
80g butter  
alt

To serve 
laky sea salt 
reshly chopped herbs, like rosemary and thyme  

METHOD
1. For the marinade, mix together the bourbon, coffee, brown sugar and olive oil. Place 
the steaks into a shallow dish or bowl, then pour the marinade mix over the steaks. 
Add a good pinch of salt and lots of ground black pepper, then turn the steaks over and 
press into the marinade. Leave overnight if possible.  
2. Place a large pot of water over a medium-high heat and bring to the boil. In the 
meantime, prep the potatoes: peel and trim each into rectangular blocks, then slice into 
slim chunks - think dainty pinky finger in si e - and rinse in a colander. 
3. dd the vinegar to the water, then the potatoes and cook until still firm but with the 
rawness taken off them. Drain the potatoes then gently put back in the pan, cover with 
a tea towel and allow to gently cool off the heat. Pour about a third of the olive oil 
onto the potatoes to help them stop sticking and cool in the fridge overnight.  
4. Make sure you take the steaks and potatoes out of the fridge about 30 minutes 
before cooking to bring them up to room temperature. When you’re ready to cook, 
heat your oven to 180C.  
5. Pour the rest of the oil for the potatoes into a roasting tin and, once the oven is hot, 
heat up the oil for a few minutes in the oven, then add the chips. Cook for about 12 
minutes, then remove from the oven, add the butter and gently toss the chips so they 
get well coated. Season really well with salt and cook, occasionally tossing, until golden 
brown. This should take about 25 minutes in total. 
6. While the chips are cooking, grill your steaks. Place a heavy-based frying pan or 
chargrill pan over a medium-high on the stove and let it get really hot. Add the steaks 
- when you put the steaks down, you want to hear a really good si le - then half the 
butter. The pan may catch alight because of the bourbon, if this happens just let the 
alcohol cook off - which will only be a matter of seconds.  
7. When the meat stops sticking to the base of the pan, turn the steaks over and add 
the other half of the butter. Baste the steaks regularly by spooning the butter over the 
meat, then keep turning over the steaks every ten seconds or so to distribute the heat 
better. When the steaks are cooked to your liking, remove from the pan and allow 
to rest.  
8. To the same pan, add about ml hot water to degla e  this will be your sticky juice 
for the sauce. Heat up the mix over a medium heat and season by adding more sugar, 
salt or butter to your liking.  
9. Slice the steak and place on a serve on a big platter with the chips. Scatter over 
some aky sea salt and some herbs, then pour the sauce into a small jug and serve.  

HEAD CHEF
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STEAK WITH STICKY 
BOURBON SAUCE AND 
BEST-EVER OVEN CHIPS
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INGREDIENTS 
250g hard cheese such as Gruyère, Comté, St Gall, Montgomery’s cheddar 
g cornflour 

1 tbsp sherry 
100ml white wine 
Few sprigs thyme 
1 garlic clove, peeled and crushed 
1 tbsp English mustard 
1 tsp truffle oil, optional 
Freshly ground black pepper 

To serve 
Baby vegetables of your choice such as peppers, carrots, radishes, peppers 
Radicchio or other sturdy leaves 
Crusty bread, torn, or crackers 
Condiments as desired, such as mustard, flaky sea salt, fresh herbs 

METHOD 
1. First, get your accompaniments ready - you’ll want to enjoy the fondue 
as soon as it’s ready or it may congeal. 
2. ext, grate the cheese and toss into a bowl with the corn our. In a 
pot over a low heat, warm up the sherry, wine, thyme and garlic and bring 
to a simmer. Discard the thyme, then whisk in the mustard and once it’s 
hot, you’re ready to go. 
3. Start adding the grated cheese to the pot, allowing a small handful to 
melt before adding more. Once all of the cheese has been added and has 
melted, season with truf e oil and black pepper. 
4. Serve the fondue straight from the pot, family-style. It will get stodgy as 
the fondue goes cold, but you can gently heat it up again - it should melt 
and loosen up a bit. Leftover fondue can be chilled and sliced to go in the 
ultimate toasted sandwich. 

TRUFFLE CHEESE FONDUE 
he e  to  ooth on e i  ing  it o  orn o r to en re the hee e elt  r ther th n onge l  e n  h r  hee e th t o  li e  in l ing 

the itt  en  o  e ge  th t re ne er going to get e ten   long  o  n gr te it n  o  li e the o r  h  it in  er e ith h n  o  re  
r er   eget le  or h te er o  li e n ing into hee  goo ne  

HEAD CHEF
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INGREDIENTS
100g dark chocolate (minimum 70% cocoa), plus 
some optional extra pieces 
50g butter 
1 egg plus one egg yolk, beaten 
60g caster sugar 
1 g flour 

For the malted cream
100ml cream 
1 tbsp Ovaltine 
1 tbsp muscovado sugar 
Small pack of Maltesers, crushed

METHOD 
1. Preheat your oven to 180C, if cooking 
immediately, and bring a pot of water to a 
simmer on the stove. 
2. Break the dark chocolate into pieces, then 
place into a heatproof bowl with the butter. 
Set the bowl over the pot of simmering water 

and stir until everything is melted, then remove 
from the heat and set aside to cool slightly. 
3. Whisk the eggs, sugar and our together 
until well combined and then add in the warm, 
melted chocolate mixture. It will go quite 
gooey, but mix with a whisk until smooth.  
4. Pour the mixture into ovenproof ramekins 
or dariole moulds, then stick a square of dark 
chocolate into each cake and submerge by 
gently pressing down into the mixture. Place 
the ramekins onto a baking tray so that they 
can be transported easily. At this stage you can 
either cool the mix fully and store in the fridge 
overnight before baking the following day, or 
bake immediately in your preheated oven for 
about 12-15 minutes or until the edges are set.  
5. While the cakes bake, make the malted cream. 
Beat the cream with the sugar and Ovaltine 
to soft peaks, then fold through the Maltesers. 
Once the cakes are baked, remove from the 
oven and allow to cool slightly. Serve with a big 
blob of the malted cream and enjoy. FW

MINI MOLTEN CHOCOLATE CAKES WITH MALTED CREAM
Make these cakes in small ramekins and they will come away from the sides so that you can turn 
them out easily or serve them straight from the dish. If you make the mix the night before they’ll 
be ready to go in the ramekins for you to bake to order. 

“Do yourselves a 
favour this year: 
stay at home and 
whip up something 
properly delicious”
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TRUFFLE CHEESE FONDUE

MINI MOLTEN CHOCOLATE 
CAKES WITH MALTED CREAM
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Addiction is something that removes people from their families, 
from their jobs, from opportunities, from their homes. And 
what we’ve seen is that recovery and sobriety give those 

things back. Some things you have to fight harder for, but in this 
café, we’ve seen that community is one of the things that people have 
received back.”

Phil Thompson is telling me about Rise at the Cove, a social 
enterprise café which recently opened in Greystones, Co Wicklow. 
It is connected to Tiglin Carraig Eden, a supportive housing 
development which helps men dealing with addiction issues re-enter 
the community.

With a background in homeless services and the emergency 
accommodation sector, Thompson co-founded Tiglin in 2008. It 
provides services and supports including homeless outreach in 
Dublin, community employment schemes, a women’s rehab and re-
entry house in Brittas Bay, Carraig Eden - and now a café.

The new project came about during the renovation of Carraig 
Eden, when the idea of opening a café as a means of the residents 
engaging with the community was discussed. Wicklow County 
Council was immediately supportive of the idea. 

“Having their enthusiasm and their permission was really 
encouraging for us,”  Thompson says. “We pieced the place together 

BETTER BREW

On the Rise
A new enterprise in Greystones, Co Wicklow is serving up great coffee 

and life-changing opportunities. BRENDA MCCORMICK finds out more

VEGAN TREATS BY 
GREYSTONES MOMMA

THE CAFÉ CREW L TO R: 
ADAM CASSERLY, CONOR 
BROWNE, GAVIN MURPHY, RYAN 
MOONEY AND SEAN O’REILLY. 

“
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using fundraising, local support and enthusiasm.”
Rise at the Cove opened late last year and currently employs two 

of the Tiglin residents full-time and three part-time. Gavin Murphy, 
a hospitality professional, came on board at the very beginning. 
Murphy has a lengthy CV stretching back to his first job in The 
Royal Hotel in Bray at the age of 15, and features stints at Darwins 
in Dublin, the renowned Hawksworth in Vancouver in Canada and 
Dockyard No.8 in Bray. 

During lockdown Murphy found himself re-evaluating his 
chosen career. “I realised I liked going into places that were either 
struggling or were brand new, putting systems in place and showing 
staff the right way to do things,” he says. He decided to become 
a self-employed restaurant consultant, and soon afterwards, the 
opportunity to help set up Rise at the Cove presented itself. 

“The first thing Phil said when he was selling it to me was ‘yes, we 
want to build a café. Yes, we want to train the lads [from Tiglin], but 
I want a community space. I want anybody that lives in Greystones 
to feel they come here, they can bring the kids or rent it out for an 
event’. As soon as he told me what the place was, and I met the first 
two or three lads from Tiglin I was completely sold,” Murphy says.

“The whole point of the café was that the lads were front-facing, 
and were the ones who talked to the customers. It’s not my story to 
tell, it’s theirs.”

A decision made early on was to ensure that everything was of 
the highest quality. “We would only ever get so far if what we were 
selling was poor quality,” Murphy says. “People would come and 
support us as a charity once, but would they come back and keep 

coming back if we weren’t giving them great quality stuff?”
Rogue Roasters in Kilcoole, which is run by Murphy’s brother 

Shane and Paul Grimes, supplies the café’s coffee. The Guatemalan 
beans - which were originally brought in just for training - proved 
such a hit with the staff, Thomson and Aubrey McCarthy, the CEO 
of Tiglin, that they became a staple despite the slightly higher cost 
per kilo. 

“I think it’s the best decision we made, because it put us on the 
map as a coffee destination,” Murphy says, adding that consistency has 

“People would support us as a 
charity once, but would they keep 
coming back if we weren’t giving 

them great quality stuff?”

GAVIN MURPHY SCOOPING 
CREAM OF THE CROP GELATO

MINI BASQUE-STYLE CHEESECAKES 
FROM COCONUT & MOO MOO 
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BETTER BREW

THE GARDEN CAFÉ, 
BLACKPOOL, CORK
Housed in a Victorian-style 
glasshouse on the grounds 
of Cork Foyer (formerly the 
Assumption Convent), The 
Garden Café has been hailed 
as Cork’s greenest café. The 
not-for-profit initiative serves up 
coffee, cakes, scones and a full 
lunch menu made with seasonal 
produce from its community 
garden allotment and local 
artisan producers. There is a big 
focus on mentoring and adult 
education, and the employees 
are all trainees who are taught 
skills including food preparation, 
barista training and customer 
service. 
gardencafecork.com

CAFÉ GLIC, BALLYFERMOT, 
DUBLIN 10
Looking for an excuse to 
practice the cúpla focail? You 
can do so while enjoying a 3fe 
coffee and a cake at Hazel De 

ort in s not-for-profit Caf  
Glic in Longmeadows Pitch and 
Putt Club in Ballyfermot. Glic’s 
main focus is on promoting the 
Irish language in the area, and 
it’s also creating employment 
through the Community 
Employment (CE) scheme, which 
sees participants trained up 
and working in the café. There 
are specials every week from 
Wednesday to Saturday - and 
the small fry (€6) is a best-seller. 
instagram.com/cafeglic

THE QUIRKY BIRD TEA 
ROOMS, MOIRA, CO 
DOWN
The Quirky Bird, which has 
been a social enterprise café 
since 2020, provides training 
opportunities to vulnerable 
young adults, as well as the 
“chatter and natter” initiative 
which provides a safe space for 
adults in isolation to come and 
have a chat. For every sandwich 
platter, family lasagne, tart or 
signature afternoon tea sold, it 
donates one meal to the Moira 
Food Bank. Its “pay it forward” 
scheme also allows customers 
to purchase extra items that will 
be passed on to people in need. 
thequirkybirdtearooms.com

MR. WAFFLE, GALWAY
After hours, the popular Mr 
Waf e caf  on ewcastle 
Road in Galway city turns into 
the Galway Community Café, 
offering free adult mental health 
services designed and run by 
people who have personal 
experience of similar challenges. 
Visitors can choose from a 
menu of options including talking 
to someone, asking a question 
or even just sitting quietly with 
or without someone. Available 
from Thurs-Sundays 6.30pm-
11.30pm the café is currently 
offering time slots in person and 
online via phone or video call. 
You can book a slot online at  
galwaycommunitycafe.ie

FOOD FOR THE SOUL:
Four more social enterprise cafés to check out 

THE DAIRY-FREE BROWNIES 
ARE A BIG SELLER

THE OUTDOOR AREA 
OVERLOOKS THE 
COVE AT GREYSTONES 
MARINA

RISE AT THE COVE ALSO SELLS HANDMADE 
WOODEN CHOPPING BOARDS

RISE AT THE COVE IS CURRENTLY OPEN FROM 7AM TO 3PM TUESDAY TO SATURDAY;  
SEE INSTAGRAM.COM/RISE_AT_THE_COVE FOR MORE.

CONOR 
BROWN
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been another reason for Rise’s initial success. 
“For me, consistency is the most important thing across all cafés 

and restaurants. If you can go into a coffee shop and, no matter who’s 
working, get great coffee, that’s a real plus. We’ve worked so hard on 
the importance of the temperature, texture and taste,” he says.  

“We have one lady who comes in every morning with her dog, and 
the other day she said, ‘You’re officially my favourite coffee shop in 

Greystones for one simple reason: I’ve never had a bad coffee and 
I’ve been coming here for nine weeks. It’s just perfect every day’. You 
could see the lads glowing behind the counter because that’s really 
hard to do, to make sure that every single coffee is the same.”

Social enterprises thrive – and survive – on local support and with 
the café, that has really become a two way street. The business has 
been embraced by locals, and Murphy and the team prioritise small 
and local suppliers as much as possible. 

Pastries come from the Firehouse Bakery in Delgany, with vegan 
sweet treats from Greystones Momma going down a storm with the 
health-conscious sea swimmers who frequent The Cove, the popular 

local bathing spot across the road. 
Mini Basque-style burnt cheesecakes from Coconut & Moo Moo in 

Sandyford in south Dublin were a slow starter until Murphy offered 
samples on a busy Saturday. “Now people come in and buy them 
for the weekend, and for Christmas we had people ordering them 
ahead,” he says.

There’s also Cream of the Crop gelato, which is sure to be a sell-
out in the summer months. 

“We went to [the owner] Giselle Makinde’s showroom for a tasting 
and she knocked my socks off with the flavours. The prices are higher 
than other ice creams we could have gotten, but her story fitted in 
with us,” Murphy says. “She’s using zero waste products and is giving 
things a new lease of life.”

The café also serves up Katie’s Kombucha and Niks Teas, while 
Murphy has his eye on a sandwich offering in the coming months. 

Rise’s growing popularity is testament to the quality of the 
coffee and snacks on offer, but at the heart of it all is a life-changing 
connection for people who have experienced the tougher side of life. 

“One of the biggest outcomes we’ve seen is that each person that 
works in Rise is basically part of the community now. This café has 
helped link them in with people around them, and break down the 
stigma of addiction,” says Phil Thompson.

“For them to have the opportunity to be a central and welcomed 
part of the community has been hugely encouraging. They’ve made 
friends through it, they’ve had social engagements, they’ve joined 
soccer clubs. It has helped them lift their heads, and that’s something 
you can’t really buy. It shows the value of community, and it has been 
amazing to see.” FW

A foodie haven in 
the heart of Belfast

A TASTE OF LUXURY
Book now at themerchanthotel.com

“At the heart of it all is a 
life-changing connection for 

people who have experienced the 
tougher side of life”
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ORGANIC IRISH SALMON 
& ASPARAGUS WRAPS 
WITH BASIL PESTO
Serves 2

INGREDIENTS
2 Simply Better Fresh Organic Irish Salmon Darnes
4 slices of Simply Better Italian Prosciutto Di Parma
1 tbsp Simply Better P.D.O. Terra Di Barri Bitonto Extra Virgin Olive Oil 
2 tsp Simply Better Italian Made Pesto Alla Genovese with PDO 
Genovese Basil
6 asparagus spears, trimmed
2 fresh dill sprigs
Juice of half a lemon
25g butter
Freshly ground black pepper
Lightly dressed mixed salad, to serve
Simply Better Hand Cut Irish Garlic Roasting Potatoes, to serve
Lemon wedges, to garnish

METHOD
1. Preheat the oven to 190°C (375°F / Gas Mark 5)
2. Blanch the asparagus spears in a pan of boiling salted 
water for 1 minute. Drain and quickly refresh under cold 
running water, then tip into a bowl of ice-cold water to cool 
completely. Drain well and pat dry on kitchen paper.
3. Season each salmon darne with pepper and arrange three 
asparagus spears, trimming them down as necessary, and a dill 
sprig on top of each fi llet. ightly wrap two slices of Prosciutto 
Di Parma around each bundle and place in a shallow non-
metallic dish, then add a squeeze of lemon juice.
4. Heat the olive oil in a large ovenproof frying pan over a 
medium-high heat and add the butter. Once it stops foaming, 
add the salmon wraps presentation-side down and cook for 
4-5 minutes all over to seal. Transfer to the oven and roast for 
another 8 minutes, until the salmon wraps are cooked through.
5. To serve, arrange the salmon wraps on warmed serving plates 
and spoon some of the basil pesto to one side. Add some of the 
mixed salad to each plate and have a separate warmed dish of 
the garlic potatoes and lemon wedges for the table.

DINNER á deux 

THE PERFECT STEAK
Serves 2

INGREDIENTS
1 Pack of Simply Better 28 Day Matured Irish Angus Striploin Steaks
Simply Better Cold Pressed Irish Rapeseed Oil
Simply Better Hand Cut Irish Garlic Roasting Potatoes, to serve
2 cloves of garlic
Sprig of fresh thyme
Knob of butter

METHOD
1. Remove the packaging from your Simply Better Irish Angus Steaks and 
allow the steaks to breathe at room temperature for a minimum of 10-15 
minutes before cooking.
2. Drizzle a little rapeseed oil over the steaks and season with sea salt and 
black pepper just before cooking.
3. Preheat a heavy-based pan over a high heat. Sear the steaks on both sides, 
reduce the heat to medium and cook for time indicated below depending on 
your preference: RARE: 2 – 4 minutes each side; MEDIUM: 4 – 5 minutes 
each side; WELL DONE: 5 – 6 minutes each side.
4. Add the garlic, thyme and butter to the pan close to the end of the cooking 
time and allow the butter to foam a little. Use this to baste the steaks.
5. Transfer the steaks to a plate and leave to rest for 2-3 minutes then serve 
with the Simply Better Hand Cut Irish Garlic Roasting Potatoes.

These gorgeous recipes from 
Neven Maguire celebrity chef and 

brand ambassador for the 
Dunnes Stores Simply Better 

collection are ideal for 
Valentine’s Day
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With February 14th approaching thoughts turn towards the 
idea of a romantic meal at home. Simplicity is key when it 
comes to pairing food and wine: focus on quality ingredients 
that require minimal effort such as steak, seafood and top 
notch charcuterie, and accompany with my suggestions from 
the Dunnes Stores Simply Better wine range.

PERFECT 
MATCH
CAMBORAL RESERVA 
TEMPRANILLO, RIOJA, 2016 
(ABV 14 PER CENT) €15 
Coming from the famous Rioja region in 
Spain, this is classifi ed as Reserva which 
means three years aging have taken place, 
with at least one of those in barrels. Oak 
defi nes the nose of this wine followed by 
rich, dark berry fruits with gentle vanilla and 
herbal aromas. These notes are replicated 
on the palate which is smooth and silky yet 
balanced by adequate acidity. Finely tuned 
tannins make for a balanced, full bodied 
red wine that would make a fi ne friend to 
beef Wellington, or a beautiful in-season 
leg of lamb. 

CHÂTEAU DE BERNE CUVÉE 
ROSÉ, CÔTES DE PROVENCE, 
2020 (ABV 13 PER CENT) €18 
Made from a blend of grenache, cinsault 
and syrah, this wine offers rich stone fruit 
aromas on the nose with apricots and 
peaches vibrantly present along with 
some mild herbal and fl oral notes singing 
through. The palate delights in a fruity 
refreshing wine with an elegant textural 
mouthfeel uplifted by zingy acidity. A 
beautiful example of Côtes de Provence rosé 
this wine works perfectly as an aperitif; with 

a goat cheese salad starter or other light 
salads, a shellfi sh platter, sushi or smoked 
salmon canapés. 

CHÂTEAU DE PIERREUX 
BROUILLY ROUGE 2019 (ABV 
13.5 PER CENT) €19.99  
This is keen value for a wonderful Beaujolais 
from an equally quality vintage and offers a 
lighter, softer style of red wine made from 
100 per cent gamay. Hailing from Brouilly, 
an exciting appellation from Beaujolais, the 
grapes used here are hand harvested and 
the vineyard uses organic and biodynamic 
farming methods exclusively. The nose offers 
delicate aromas of ripe red berries with a 
touch of mild spice and minerality. Fleshy 
and ripe on the palate with juicy forest fruits, 
it is deliciously rounded by clean vibrant 
acidity with soft and silky tannins leading 
into a fresh fi nish. Although ripe for drinking 
now, this should easily hold its form for 
many years. An ideal match for a sharing 
charcuterie board, or just as decadent when 
partnered with a fi llet steak dinner. 

H.BLIN CHAMPAGNE BLANC DE 
NOIRS, NV, FRANCE (ABV 12.5 
PER CENT) €45.99 
This Blanc de Noirs, made entirely from the 

red grape petit meunier, may seem like an 
unusual composition but is a Champagne 
of true style and substance. The nose opens 
to an intense fragrance and intoxicating 
perfume of fresh pears, creamy and buttery 
pastry along with toasted hazelnuts, lemon 
citrus and fl oral aromas. The heart of this 
Champagne offers refreshing fruity notes of 
juicy red apples and Williams pears offset 
by an elegant acidity. Serve on its own as an 
aperitif, or pair with salty snacks like olives, 
shellfi sh such as langoustines or oysters, or 
for a dessert option pair with strawberries or 
a crème brulée. Worth every cent.

PETER & PETER RIESLING, AUS 
DER STEILLAGE, TROCKEN, 
MOSEL, 2020 (ABV 12 PER CENT) 
€15 
From the steep, hilly slopes of the Mosel 
Valley in Germany, this wine offers aromas 
of summer peaches and green apples 
accompanied by lilts of honeydew melon and 
orchard honey. The palate presents notes of 
pears and crisp apples in a clean and fresh 
expression but with a honey sweetness and 
white fl owers providing a depth of fl avour. 
With a dry, lip-smacking fi nish, this riesling 
would be an ideal accompaniment to an old 
school prawn cocktail, a roast loin of pork with 

apple sauce, moderately spiced Thai food like 
a green curry or pad thai, rich fi sh dishes or 
an apple pie dessert. 

TORRE ORIA CAVA BRUT
RESERVA, NV, SPAIN (ABV 11.5 
PER CENT) €15 
It would not be Valentine’s Day without 
some bubbles, and this is an excellent value 
alternative to Champagne. Made in the 
méthode traditionnelle, from chardonnay and 
macabeo this provides a familiar classic French 
style, immediately redolent of yeasty aromas 
before settling into a bouquet of crisp apple, 
peach and intriguing berry tones. Intensely 
juicy and lively, this is dry in style with a 
complexity of fl avours invigorating the palate 
to a lingering fi nish. Light and approachable, 
this cava pairs easily with many dishes, 
whether it’s a romantic tapas spread, paella, 
oysters or a luxurious lobster mac and cheese.

dunnesstores.com 
Selected Stores Only. Always Drink 
Responsibly

COMMERCIAL CONTENT
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Kwanghi Chan is standing in a bright, airy space with high 
ceilings, comfy chairs and a large outdoor seating area 
overlooking the Grand Canal dock in Dublin. It’s the sit-down 

version of Bites by Kwanghi, his lockdown food truck project, and it 
also happens to be in the middle of a busy food store.

Chan was in search of a more permanent spot for Bites when he 
was approached by Noel Smith, managing director of Fresh The 
Good Food Market. 

“He liked what we were doing, and he asked me to come and look 
at the space,” Chan says of Fresh’s outlet in the Capital Dock building. 
“I came down and met him and we really connected. I told him 
exactly what I wanted to do and he said ‘great, come do it’.”

On the menu are dishes that sold well from the food trucks - 
Asian-style tacos, spice bag chicken bao buns, Korean fried chicken 
fillet brioche buns, rice bowls, dumplings, topped fries and more - 
and it’s the latest development in a career that began decades ago.

Born in Hong Kong, Chan was raised in Donegal and got his first 
job in his uncle’s Chinese restaurant before embarking on a path that 
took him into fine dining. 

He would become head chef at House, the Michelin-starred 
restaurant at the Cliff House in Ardmore, Co Waterford before 
moving to Dublin in 2015 to become culinary director of Söder + 
Ko, a Scandi-Asian fusion restaurant on South Great George’s Street.

Ultimately it wasn’t successful, but for Chan it was a pivotal time, 
as he began to reconnect with his heritage, having been adopted to 
Ireland.

“I met my mother and her side of the family for the first time 
in Hong Kong in 2015, just after I left the Cliff House. The whole 
time I was in Söder + Ko, I was really deep into a lot of family stuff. 
Reconnecting with that side of my family was very important for 
me,” Chan says.

“Before that, I was never really proud to be Chinese; I was 
always trying to be accepted as Irish or European. Now, the more 
I visit Hong Kong and China and eat the food there, the more 

inspiration I get. My food isn’t fully authentically Chinese, but I’m 
not either. Maybe further down the line it will be, but right now it’s 
representative of me - who I am, and the Hong Kong that I’ve seen.” 

Chan bought his first food truck in January 2021 - “a big 20-footer 
which came from a GAA club, and which used to be a chip van” - and 
spent around €12,000 repurposing it.

“We were set up in the carpark at The Leopardstown Inn in south 
Dublin until about March 2021 - they weren’t doing food there at 
that point so they were happy for us to pop up in the space,” he says. 
“They also owned Baker’s Corner near Dún Laoghaire, so we moved 
there for a while, and that’s when I applied to go on the show.” 

The show in question was Battle of the Food Trucks, which went 
out on the RTÉ Player and saw six trucks compete in a series of 
challenges. Chan emerged as the winner, and used the €5,000 prize 
money to buy a second truck. 

“I bought it from Seány McCleary, who runs Blasta Street Kitchen 
but who also brings in trucks from China, does them up and sells 
them on. He had been in Battle of the Food Trucks too, so it was nice 
to be able to give him the business,” he says.

As for future plans, it’s likely that Chan and Noel Smith will 
collaborate on Asian-themed ready meals which will be available 
in other Fresh The Good Food Market branches. And then there’s 
ChanChan, the range of sauces, spices and condiments which are 
available online, as well as around the country in Aldi and Lidl 
stores.

Could Chan ever see himself opening a fine dining Asian restaurant 
that would draw on his time in a Michelin-starred kitchen?  

“I’d probably never get to see Michelle, my wife, or my kids if I 
did,” he says.  “But if I could create a brand that would support a little 
16 or 18-seater spot that I could do as a hobby, or even just to cover 
costs, I’d love it. Never say never, but right now I’m focusing on what 
I have in front of me already.”  FW

bitesbykwanghi.com

FRESH FLAVOURS

“My food isn’t fully 
authentically Chinese, 

but I’m not either”
Chef Kwanghi Chan says his new restaurant reflects his Irish and Chinese 

heritage. Jordan Mooney finds out more
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FRESH FLAVOURS

THREE TO TRY: 
A TRIO OF FRESH AND 
FLAVOURFUL RECIPES FROM 
KWANGHI CHAN 

BEEF AND BROCCOLI STIR FRY 
Serves 2

INGREDIENTS
For the beef and marinade
200g sirloin steak 
2 tbsp soy sauce 
1 tsp sugar 
2cm piece of ginger, peeled and finely grated 
2 garlic cloves, peeled and crushed 
Half tsp black pepper 

For the stir fry 
1 tbsp sesame oil 
3 tbsp soy sauce 
1 tbsp water 
500g udon noodles
2 tbsp sunflower oil 
125g white onion, peeled and sliced 
200g tenderstem broccoli, cut into bite-sized 
pieces 
1 pinch ChanChan Korean spice bag chilli or a 
pinch each of Chinese five spice and chilli flakes
1 tbsp white sesame seeds, toasted 

To serve 
Sliced spring onions, if desired 
Sliced ginger, if desired 

METHOD
1. Cut the steak very thinly into 5cm long 
slices - freezing the steak for half an hour 
beforehand will help with this. Transfer the 
steak to a bowl and mix well with the soy 
sauce, sugar, ginger, garlic and black pepper. 
Cover and leave to marinade for 30-60 
minutes. 
2. Next, prepare the stir fry. In a small bowl 
mix together the sesame oil, soy sauce and 
water until combined, then set aside. 
3. Bring a large pan of salted water to the 
boil. Add the noodles and cook for 10-12 
minutes if using fresh, or according to package 
instructions. Keeping the water in the pan, 
remove the noodles to a colander and refresh 
them under cold water to stop them from 
overcooking and to eliminate starchiness. 
4. Add the broccoli to the same pot and cook 
for about one minute, then drain.  
4. dd the sun ower oil to a large wok over 
the highest heat on your stove. Once it is 
smoking hot, add the beef, its marinade and 
the onion and cook, stirring constantly, for one 
minute. Add the broccoli, noodles spice bag 
chilli and sesame seeds. Cook for a further 30 
seconds, then divide the stir fry between two 
bowls. 
5. Garnish with the spring onion and ginger, 
then serve.  

SICHUAN-STYLE PORK AND 
CHIVE DUMPLINGS 
Makes 20 dumplings, serves 2

INGREDIENTS
20 wonton wrappers
Water 
Toasted sesame, to garnish 

For the filling
455g minced pork  
2 spring onions, finely chopped  
2 tsp ChanChan black garlic miso sauce or 
miso paste
1 tsp sesame oil  
Quarter tsp sugar  
Quarter tsp salt  
White pepper 

For the sauce 
60-80ml soy sauce 
2 tbsp Chinese Chinkiang black rice vinegar 
(also known as Zhenjiang black rice vinegar), or 
balsamic vinegar  
2-3 tbsp ChanChan Mala black garlic peanut 
rayu or Chinese chilli oil  
1 tsp sugar  

To garnish 
Half a red onion, peeled and thinly sliced  
Handful coriander leaves, roughly torn  
Thinly sliced spring onions 
Thinly sliced ginger 
Toasted sesame seeds 

METHOD 
1. In a bowl, combine all of the filling 
ingredients, then set aside. Next, mix together 
all of the sauce ingredients and set aside.  
2. To wrap the wontons, you will need your 
wonton wrappers, the bowl with the filling 
mixture and a separate bowl of water – this is 
to seal the dumplings. Place about a teaspoon of 
filling into the centre of a wonton wrapper, then 
dab your index finger into the water. Trace the 
outer edges of the wonton wrapper with your 
finger, then fold the wonton to form a triangle 
shape. Pinch the wrapper to seal it tight and 
make sure there is no leakage. Using the thumb 
and index finger of both hands, pinch and fold 
both corners of the wonton downwards. Then, 
lift the right corner over the left corner and 
pinch to seal tight. Dab a little water on both 
corners to help seal the wonton. 
3. Transfer the wonton to a oured surface 
or a plate lined with parchment paper - this 
will ensure that the wontons don’t stick to the 
surface. Repeat this process with the rest of 
the wonton filling and wrappers. 
4. Bring about a litre of water to the boil in 
a large pot over a medium heat. Gently drop 
all the wontons into the water then gently 
stir with a ladle to prevent sticking. Cook the 
wontons until they oat to the top, about one 
to two minutes, then remove from the water 
using a slotted spoon or strainer.  
5. Shake off the excess water and transfer 
the wontons to a bowl. Pour over the desired 
amount of sauce, then gently toss the wontons 
to coat. Transfer the wontons to a serving 
bowl, then garnish and serve immediately. 

STEAMED ATLANTIC HAKE 
WITH GINGER, CORIANDER AND 
SOY ON A BED OF STIR-FRIED 
ASIAN GREENS
Serves 2

INGREDIENTS
2 spring onions 
2cm fresh ginger, peeled 
1 small bunch of coriander 
2 tbsp soy sauce 
2 tsp salt 
3 tbsp water 
2 medium-sized hake fillet, about 120g each  - 
you could use seabass, sole, turbot or halibut if 
you prefer  
2 tbsp rapeseed oil
Handful mixed Asian greens, such as pak choi, 
watercress, choy sum etc. 
Cooked rice, to serve

METHOD
1. Julienne the spring onions and ginger, then 
set aside, reserving a little of each to garnish 
the finished dish. oughly chop the coriander 
and set aside. In a small bowl, combine the 
soy sauce, salt and water, then mix well and 
set aside. 
2. Place your fish onto a heatproof plate and 
prepare your steamer set-up. I usually use a 
wok and a steamer basket, which these days 
you can purchase easily online or in stores. Fill 
the wok with about an inch of water, cover 
and bring to a boil. If using a rack, add to the 
pot and place the plate on top, otherwise 
place your plate into the steaming basket. 
Cover and steam for about eight minutes. You 
can check whether the fish is done by using 
a butter knife - if it easily cuts through to the 
bottom of the plate, your fish is done. 
3. Once the fish is cooked, turn off the heat. 
Carefully remove the plate from the pot, drain 
off any remaining water and let the fish rest.  
4. Place a small saucepan over a medium to 
high heat and add the oil. Once hot, add the 
ginger and let it brown lightly for about a 
minute. Add the greens, cook for a minute, 
then add the coriander and spring onions 
– the mix should be sizzling. Next, add the 
soy mixture and cook while stirring until the 
spring onions are wilted, about 30 seconds.  
5. Transfer the greens to a serving plate and 
top with the cooked fish. arnish with the 
julienned ginger and spring onions, then serve 
immediately alongside cooked rice. FW
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ABOVE FROM LEFT: BEEF AND BROCCOLI STIR FRY; SICHUAN-STYLE PORK AND CHIVE DUMPLINGS; STEAMED ATLANTIC HAKE WITH GINGER, CORIANDER AND SOY 
ON A BED OF STIR-FRIED ASIAN GREENS
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THE OUTSIDER

In the Blue Martini cocktail bar in The K Club, a 
bottle of wine is causing quite a stir. It’s not just 
any old bottle, mind you - it’s a 2012 Cristal from 

Louis Roederer that Lisa O’Doherty, the resort’s head 
sommelier, is now able to sell by the glass.

The reason? She has access to Coravin Sparkling, a 
gadget that aims to do for fine Champagnes what the 
original Coravin did for fine wines: allow restaurants, 
bars and hotels to sell them by the glass, safe in the 
knowledge that the cork remains in place, and the wine 
stays fresh.

This particular glass costs €75 - a bottle would 
set you back €395 - but judging from the oohs and 
aahs emanating from my fellow guests as they watch 
O’Doherty pour one, that won’t be a significant 
obstacle. Getting to try it without having to fork out 
hundreds of euro is a rare treat, and the rich, biscuity 
wine is delicious.

O’Doherty, as one of my friends remarks, is a bit 
of a star. “I could listen to her talk about wine all 
night,” she says, a compliment that takes on even 
more significance given that this friend doesn’t drink 
alcohol. 

Things have changed at The K Club, the 500 acre 
estate in Straffan, Co Kildare, since my last visit several 
years ago, when I found the service more than a little 
snooty and the food disappointing. 

Michael Fetherston, who bought the resort in 2020, 
is putting in a significant amount of new investment, 
while Paul Heery, its chief executive, is ensuring that 
the service is attentive, but also far more welcoming 
than I remember it.

The resort’s fine dining restaurant, the Barton 
Restaurant, has had its decor refreshed; it remains true 

to the heritage of this historic property, but feels less 
fussy than it used to. 

The dishes are elegant but also simpler than 
you might expect, with the likes of a parfait of 
Fivemiletown goats cheese with a macerated fig 
reduction to start, and a main course of perfectly-
cooked wild Kildare venison loin with celeriac purée 
and Madeira jus. 

When I tell you that my dessert was a wickedly 
delicious chocolate sphere with a salted caramel and 
custard foam, almond brittle and a hot chocolate sauce, 
you’ll understand why I skipped breakfast the 
next morning. 

I’d recovered my appetite enough by lunchtime to 
try The Palmer, the casual restaurant overlooking one 
of the golf courses that this resort is famous for. On 
fine days competition for seats on the terrace, with its 
fully retractable roof and windows that roll away, is 
keen, but even on a dull January day, the room is bright 
and comfortable. 

From next month it will be joined by South, a 
second casual restaurant that will overlook the Palmer 
South course, and will serve crowd-pleasers like 
croquettes, chicken wings, burgers, pizzas and steaks. It 
should offer, according to Heery, “a little glamour and a 
lot of fun” - which sounds like exactly what we all need 
post-pandemic. FW

Gillian Nelis was a guest of  The K Club. On March 
3, Lisa O’Doherty will host a dinner that will see a 
six-course tasting menu paired with Champagnes 
from Laurent-Perrier.  Tickets are €175 per person, 
with bed and breakfast available for €299 per room, 
based on two people sharing. Bookings at kclub.ie.

CLUB LIFE Revamped and refreshed, The 
K Club has plenty to offer food 
and wine lovers
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“Getting to try 
Cristal without 

having to fork out 
hundreds of euro 

is a rare treat” SOUTHERN ROMANCE 
Spend Valentine’s Day at 
the Montenotte in Cork 
city, where one and two 
night packages are on offer 
that include a cocktail at 
The Glasshouse rooftop 
bar, a six-course tasting 
dinner, sparkling wine and 
hand-dipped chocolate 
strawberries in your room, 
and a Montenotte Gin 
gift on departure. Prices 
start from €345. See 
themontenottehotel.com for 
full details. 

TIME FOR TEA
A hazelnut Paris-Brest, 
pistachio opera cakes and 
smoked mackerel pâté 
on sourdough croutes 
all feature on the new 
afternoon tea menu at The 
G Hotel & Spa in Galway. 
It’s €35 per person, but you 
can add a little extra luxury 
with a glass of Taittinger 
Champagne for an extra 
€22. Book at theghotel.ie. 

CITY CHIC
This year’s Valentine’s 
package at The Westbury in 
Dublin city centre starts at 
€480 per night and includes 
an overnight stay with a 
rosé Champagne dinner 
at Wilde restaurant, and 
a personalised gift from 
Loulerie, the jewellery 
boutique. Don’t miss the 
opportunity to have a 
pre-dinner drink in The 
Sidecar, one of the country’s 
best cocktail bars. See 
doylecollection.com.

 LISA O’DOHERTY, THE 
K CLUB SOMMELIER

THE PALMER RESTAURANT

TWO  DISHES FROM 
THE DINNER MENU IN 

THE BARTON ROOM

THE RESORT’S 
WINE CELLARS

A SUITE AT THE K CLUB



THE 
COOK'S 
SHELF
Finally: a 
comprehensive 
gluten-free 
cookbook 
that accepts no substitutions. The 
handiwork of Italian chef Cristian 
Broglia, The Gluten-Free Cookbook 
offers no fewer than 350 recipes 
from 80 countries, each naturally 
gluten free and intended to appeal 
to every sense. ou ll find classics 
including creole jambalaya and salmon 
sushi rolls alongside a clever take on 
stuffed jacket potatoes and a fantastic 
ourless chocolate cake. This book 

would make a great gift for a coeliac 
friend, or for anyone who likes to 
entertain a crowd. It's priced €45 at 
phaidon.com and at good bookshops. 
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The Insider

Now that we can have more bums on seats?  Time to consider the latter. Kitchen 
barstools can be tricky, being either too noisy, too clunky, too uncomfortable or all 
three. These ‘Hyg’ barstools buck that trend, though, scoring top marks for true, 

second-bottle-of-wine comfort, classic design and a lovely range of colours. 
Designed by Simon Legald for Normann Copenhagen, they are available in white, black 

and olive green at Arnotts, priced €289 each, or custom made to order in a wider range of 
colours and fabrics at normann-copenhagen.com. “A lot of effort has gone into sculpting the 
shape to provide rest and support for the human body, to make this stool comfortable to sit 
in, basically,” Legald says. How’s that for common sense?

HOMEBIRD

TRIED
AND TRUSTED
Barry Sun is head chef at 
Volpe Nera, the Blackrock 
restaurant that holds a 2021 
Bib Gourmand. He shares 
one of his kitchen heroes with 
Food&Wine.

“I love my Paco-Jet ice cream 
maker. I use it to make sorbets, 
ice creams and even butter. The 
result is so creamy and light, 
and you can make everything 
quickly and easily, which means 
less waste. We have a large one 
in the restaurant, and a smaller 
one at home which is a hit with 
the kids. They’re not always 
keen to eat fruit or vegetables, 
but turn it into sorbet or ice 
cream and suddenly they can’t 
get enough.”

February's serving of Food&Wine's 
favourite kitchen, dining and interiors 
finds by ELAINE PRENDEVILLE
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The sell: The Risotto Plus by Sage 
offers “delicious stir-free creamy 
risotto in just 20 minutes”. It also 
promises to cook rice, steam veg, 
sauté and sear various foods, and 
functions as a slow cooker, too. 

The price: €119.99 at Curry’s.

Our experience: We cooked a 
simple white risotto, first searing 
the base ingredients (onion, garlic, 
celery) in the machine before 
adding arborio rice and stock, and 
a good measure of white wine. The 
risotto button pressed, we walked 
away for twenty minutes, returning 
when a beep signalled the risotto 
was cooked and the machine had 
turned itself off. 

The highs: The Risotto Plus 
works by agitating rice grains with 
bubbles to release the starch. And 
it does work - the resulting risotto 
was creamy, oozy, and ready for 
lashings of Parmesan. The ‘keep 

warm’ function was especially 
useful when we used it the 
following evening to cook a family-
sized pot of pork and savoury 
vegetable rice. The machine is also 
easy to assemble, a cinch to clean, 
and the instructions are spot on. 

The lows: This reviewer equates 
the stirring of risotto with therapy, 
but can’t deny the ease and speed 
of the Risotto Plus. It’s not a small 
device, either, meaning you need 
to ask yourself if another large 
piece of kit on your countertop is 
indeed necessary. Finally, we’re not 
convinced that an excellent risotto 
can be made on this gadget; 
mainly as meat and vegetables may 
benefit from searing in a separate 
pan before being added to the mix. 

F&W verdict: This is manna to 
the time poor, stir-averse cook and 
likely anathema to the risotto purist. 
Is it worth the price? Absolutely, for 
the slow cooker function if nothing 
else. Recommended. 

1. THIS COFFEE SCOOP in spalted beech 
would improve a morning ritual. Made in 

Kilkenny by woodturner Eoghan Leadbetter, 
it’s priced €27.50 and available in a variety of 

woods. See eoghanleadbetter.com.

2. YOTAM 
OTTOLENGHI’S 
FEAST dinnerware 
somehow passed us 

by, but there’s plenty 
of time to put that 

right. We picked up a 
small serving plate at 
Dublin’s Article store 
recently, and are now 
browsing the wider 
collection at Brown 

Thomas, where plates 
are priced from €46. 

3. M&S do a good 
line in vases; this 

large linear striped 
vase, €22, is a case 
in point. Fill with a 

couple of hydrangeas 
for an easy and 

affordable dining 
table centrepiece. 

SERVING Suggestions
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Sarah Zarebinski lived 
in Germany, Austria, 
Sweden and Belgium 
before settling in Ireland 
with her Italian husband 
in 2019. Having bought 
a handsome redbrick 

in Drumcondra, Zarebinski wondered 
where the interesting European furniture 
could be found to fill it. Her search led 
to the creation of a furniture and decor 
imports business, Design KNB, which 
is complemented by an interior design 
service. Design KNB (the acronym stands 
for Knows No Borders) is a strong bet 
for kitchen tables, sideboards, bar carts 
and plenty more by way of furniture and 
home decor, including this sideboard 
in weathered wood with golden metal 
handles (€2,800). See designknb.com 
for more details, sale items, and to read 
Zarebinski's design blog.
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The 
sharing 

economy
Library Street may be generating 
headlines as Dublin’s hottest new 

restaurant, but chef Kevin Burke tells 
ALEX MEEHAN that he’s not feeling 

under pressure

Kevin Burke may only have opened his own restaurant 
last November, but he made the decision to do so many 
years ago. That restaurant is Library Street on Setanta 

Place in Dublin city centre, which has generated sterling 
reviews from some of the country’s best-known critics.

Its philosophy is perhaps best summed up by the sign that 
hangs outside, and which reads ‘everything is meant to be 
shared’. Burke wants Library Street to be the kind of place 
where people gather to share dishes like crispy chicken 
wings with chanterelle and tarragon mayo, and chargrilled 
pork chops with chimichurri and dandelion, and drinks from 
a wine list that focuses on smaller growers and sustainable 
producers.

It’s a room that Burke is very familiar with - before he 
took it over it housed Allta, where he worked with chefs 
Niall Davidson and Hugh Higgins.

“Allta was fantastic, but at the back of my mind I’ve always 
wanted to do something on my own. When the opportunity 
came to take over the space, it didn’t take me long to make 
the decision,” he says. 

“It’s a different place now. There are some small elements 

that are the same, but my cooking style is simpler and a bit 
more relaxed. It reflects my personality a bit more, and the 
flavours are more the flavours I like.”

A native of Castleknock, Burke studied culinary arts at the 
Dublin Institute of Technology before going to work with 
Charles Guilbaud at Venu, a brasserie and cocktail bar just off 
South Anne Street. 

From there he moved to Restaurant Patrick Guilbaud, 
where he spent four years with executive chef Guillaume 
Lebrun and head chef Kieran Glennon. It gave him, he says, 
an enduring love of French cooking and an appreciation for 
the importance of the basics.

“I loved it, but I was keen to travel and seek new 
challenges, so I headed to London and got a job with Jason 
Atherton at Pollen Street Social. I was there for two years 
as sous chef, and I learned a lot about Michelin star cooking 
and that kind of fine dining world,” Burke says. 

“But the reality was that they weren’t the kind of 
restaurants that I was personally drawn to eating in. A lot of 
my friends and family were priced out of being able to visit 
them too, and that’s what got me thinking about a future 

IN THE KITCHEN
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where I’d have my own place that would be different.”
One barrier for Burke was that the Michelin-starred 

restaurants he’d worked in were so successful that they could 
afford accountancy teams and business managers, meaning 
their chefs were insulated from the day-to-day business of 
keeping them running. 

“I wanted to go somewhere that didn’t have any Michelin 
stars and get some experience of running a restaurant from 
the ground up. I needed that experience,” he says.

“Around that time I met Jun Tanaka, who was just opening 
The Ninth in Fitzrovia, and I ended up as head chef there. I 
was very impressed by him. Some of the places I’d worked 
in were quite old school in ethos, and I was keen to move on 
from that kind of atmosphere.”

Burke says working with Tanaka was a revelation. 
“He was so relaxed yet so capable,” he says. “He wasn’t 

looking for Michelin stars, yet the restaurant was awarded 
one within a year of opening.  That was great, but really he 
had just wanted somewhere with a good atmosphere and 
tasty food.”

Two years ago, Burke and his wife Claire decided it was 
time to move back to Ireland, where he took a few months 
off before hooking up with Davidson and Higgins at Allta.

“We got on really well; we became, and remain, great 
friends. I went into Allta for a night to help out and stayed 
for two years,” says Burke. “I loved the atmosphere in the 
kitchen. There was no major hierarchy in the brigade, and 
everyone was sound. It was a lovely place to work and the 
main focus was to just make the food delicious.”

It’s a feel that Burke has aimed to reproduce at Library 
Street, which serves dinner from Wednesday to Saturday. 
Dishes on the current menu include a main course of 
chargrilled monkfish with kale, black radish and chicken 
sauce, and a dessert of Paris-Brest with stout, yuzu and 
espresso. 

Prices start from €3.90 to €6 for snacks, €11 to €16 for 
small plates, €29 to €35 for large plates, and €10 to €12 
for desserts.

Given how good his early reviews were, does Burke feel 
under pressure?

“The reviewers said what I hoped they would say - they 
got the idea of the place, which was very satisfying. They 
understood what we were trying to do, and you can’t really 
ask for more than that,” he says.

“So no, I don’t feel under any pressure really. You can’t 
worry about it too much. I love when anyone wants to come 
in and they say lovely things about what we’re trying to do. 
That’s very satisfying.” FW

librarystreet.ie

“I wanted to experience 
running a restaurant from 

the ground up”

KEVIN BURKE'S favourite five

1THE RESTAURANT
It has to be Lyle’s of Shoreditch in London. The feeling when you go in is 
light and airy, the staff are welcoming and relaxed, the food is super-seasonal, 

and there are usually only two or three elements to each dish. The avours are 
always fresh and delicious  I ve never had a bad experience there. It s a great 
example of a restaurant done well.

2THE HOTEL
For our honeymoon last summer, we went to Mount Juliet in Kilkenny 
and it was just everything we wanted it to be. The staff were personal, 

welcoming and local, the amenities were great and the pool was amazing. The 
grounds are extraordinary - I was able to go fishing in the morning while my wife 
went for a run. nd in the evening, the ady Helen restaurant was just great.

3THE INGREDIENT
I m going to have to pick two - yoghurt and ginger. I get slagged off by the 
others in the kitchen because I’m obsessed with these two ingredients. A 

lot of diners might not realise they’re in the dishes they’re eating, but they bring 
a freshness, creaminess, acidity and est that I just love. 

4 THE COOKBOOK
t the moment my favourite is ruits by C dric rolet. It came out 

in 2 1  and I ve been obsessed with it ever since - the imagery is 
extraordinary and the recipes are exciting. It’s full of striking, fresh and delicious 
desserts, and it’s a great book for inspiration. 

5THE KITCHEN GADGET
Of all the kit I have in my kitchen, the one that stands out most for me is 
an oyster knife that was made for me by yan ailey in Clonakilty in west 

Cork. He works on oil rigs most of the time and just makes knives for fun in his 
spare time. This is a gorgeous knife and it’s opened thousands upon thousands 
of oysters in the two years I ve had it. Oyster knives tend to have a short 
lifespan because of the force they’re put under, but this one is good as new.
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Dive into fizz February
From pét-nat to col fondo prosecco, there are plenty of ways to broaden 

your sparkling wine horizons this month says MICK O'CONNELL

When it comes to wine reference books, there is one that you 
must own if you are to describe yourself truthfully as a wine 
geek: The Oxford Companion to Wine, edited by Jancis 

Robinson and a cohort of equally illustrious wine names. 
The most recent edition - the fourth - was published in 2015. I was 

one of the first in the queue to buy it and on my initial flick-through, 
one thing really stood out: a full page was dedicated to prosecco. 

In 2006, when the third edition came out, it had merited a single 
paragraph. It had taken less than a decade for this Italian fizz to take the 
wine world by storm.

When I started my journey in wine, 
there was Champagne and cava, and not 
much else that was effervescent and of 
commercial relevance. In the time since 
the publication of the third edition of the 
Oxford Companion, prosecco has become 
the second horse in what sometimes felt 
like an incredibly boring two horse race.

To produce a sparkling wine, winemakers 
have to trap a certain amount of carbon dioxide in the bottle to 
give the bubbles. Throw your mind back to junior cert science for 
a moment to recall that fermentation is yeast converting sugar to 
alcohol, with the all important carbon dioxide as a 
by-product. 

The sparkling wine world broadly fits into two methods of 
production - the traditional method or the tank method. For the 
former see Champagne, cava, crémant and a whole host of ambitious 
Champagne-alikes from south Australia through Sonoma and Sussex. 
For the latter see ripe and round prosecco. 

The main difference? The traditional method sees a second 
fermentation happen in a bottle, while the tank method happens in a 
big stainless steel vat. The bottle method means trapping the yeasts, 

or lees, used for fermentation. These greatly influence the style of the 
wines, bringing more complexity in terms of bready, biscuity yeast-
influenced aromas. 

With the tank method, this influence is reduced. The speed of the 
throughput means the yeasts don’t impact the wine in the same way, so 
they remain fruity, fun and often frivolous. 

Some tank method sparkling wines have lower pressure and less fizz, 
and therefore qualify for wine customs duty as opposed to sparkling 
wine duty, €3.19 per bottle compared to €6.38 per bottle. Much of 

the prosecco sold in Ireland qualifies for 
this lower tax bracket, hence the big price 
difference you will see with many of them. 

The various lockdowns have brought 
about a desire to spoil ourselves, and fizz 
has seen a bit of a renaissance here. 

Cava is making a comeback, even if some 
quality producers are leaving the name 
behind as they feel it is associating them 
with poorer quality bulk producers.

Pét-nat - or pétillant naturel - wines are also making their presence 
felt, with their style somewhere between that of prosecco and 
Champagne. These wines are bottle-fermented, as with the traditional 
method, but instead of adding yeast and sugar to a dry wine, their 
makers cap the wine just before the first fermentation is finished. These 
wines are often quirky and can be cloudy to the eye because of the 
sediment kept in the bottle.

After the doldrums of another Covid January, there are occasions 
to look forward to again. Restaurant closing times are heading back 
towards some level of normality, and Valentine’s Day is approaching. 

Fizz February has a much better ring to it than dry January, right? 
Here are some of the most interesting sparkling options around at the 
moment. FW

95-100: 
exceptional, of world-class 

quality

90-94: 
very good quality

88-89: 
average, but lacks 

greatness

85-87: 
average to modest

80-84: 
below average

70-79: 
poor

BELOW 70: 
unacceptable quality

“The various lockdowns 
have brought about 

a desire to spoil 
ourselves”

VINE ARTS

WINE RATINGS

This is the international marking 
system for wine ratings, a 100-point 
scale which works on a percentile, 
rather than a percentage, scale.
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1COSTADILÀ 330 SLM
€30 from O’Brien’s, Neighbourhood Wine 
and Note (91)

The col fondo method was the pre-
industrial way to make wine in the 
prosecco region, and it is used again for 
this wine. It’s complex, with pear and 
apple, and a touch of bready savouriness. 

nfi ltered, it pours slightly cloudy.

4MEINKLANG PROSA ROSÉ
€20 from Mitchell & Son, Sheridans, 
Green Man Wines and 64 Wine (90)

Another delicious party wine, this has a 
subtle fi  with bucketloads of strawberry 
fruit. It’s a good option if you’re looking 
for low alcohol, coming in at 10.5 per 
cent. 

2LLOPART BRUT RESERVA 
CORPINNAT
€35 from The Corkscrew and Forest 

Avenue (92)
One of the breakaway producers from 
the cava name, this is a complex wine 
with Golden Delicious apple, subtle 
ha elnut and spice, and a vibrant citrus 
backbone. It’s complex enough to pair 
across a meal.

5MAISON CROCHET BÉLÉNA 
EXTRA BRUT
€42 from Green Man Wines and 

nattywine.ie (92)
From the north-east of France, not far 
from Champagne, this wine is made 
using traditional method production 
using mainly gamay, the grape of note 
in Beaujolais. It’s dry, with subtle oak 
notes across red berry fruit and a hint of 
orchard.

3LES EQUILIBRISTES ZESTOS 
PÉT-NAT
€25 from Boujee Booze, Frank’s and 

Neighbourhood Wine (90)
This fun, fruity fi  from the oire is 
made with two relatively unknown grape 
varieties, pineau d’aunis and grolleau gris. 
Zippy acid keeps it refreshing, and there’s 
a subtle red berry fruit centre.

6LECLERC BRIANT RÉSERVE 
BRUT NV
€59 from Mitchell & Son, Siyps.com 

and Green Man Wines (930)
This producer was one of the early 
adopters of organic, and then biodynamic, 
farming in Champagne. This is a delicious 
layered wine made from mainly pinot 
noir and meunier. xpect  oral top notes, 
brioche on the mid-palate, and ingy 
lemony acidity.

4MEINKLANG PROSA ROSÉ

1 2 3 4 5 6
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CONSIDERING
COGNAC Don’t know your VSOP from 

your XO? OISIN DAVIS tells 
you all you need to know 
about this historic French spirit

Paul Tuohy isn’t short of a good quote. “Just 
because your grandparents drank Cognac 
doesn’t mean it’s an older person's drink,” the 

brand ambassador for Hennessy tells me over Zoom. 
“It just means they had exceptional taste.” 

As one of the country’s leading authorities on 
premium spirits, Tuohy is the perfect person to ask 
about the mysteries of French liquid gold. But before 
I share his findings, let's get the basics covered - the 
most important thing being an understanding of the 
differences between Cognac and brandy.

Brandy generally refers to a distilled spirit that 
can be made anywhere from fermenting any kind 
of fruit juice, whether that fruit is grapes or, in the 
case of Calvados, apples from Normandy. Cognac, 
however, must be made from white grapes from 
one of six terroirs in the region of south-western 
France that the drink is named after. 

Cognac is distilled twice, with distillation season 
running from October 1 until March 31, and must 
be aged for at least two years in French oak, at which 
point it is labelled VS (very special). After that, other 
distinctions break down a bottle’s age and quality.

To be classified as a VSOP, which stands for very 
superior old pale, the youngest brandy in the blend 
must be aged for at least four years in oak. For 
Cognac labelled XO, or extra old, the youngest 
brandy must be aged at least six years in oak.  

These strictly-adhered to methods have made 
Cognac what it is today - a liquid that has endured for 
centuries, and is loved in equal measures by the best 
cocktail bars, your granny and rappers. And we can 
be particularly proud of it, because of its Irish roots.

In 1765, Richard Hennessy from Cork established 
his brand after spending some time fighting for the 
French in La Rochelle. 

"It’s something that we should be immensely 
proud of, that the founder of the world's most 
loved Cognac came from Killavullen in Cork. In 
fact, there are a few bars down in Cork where 
when customers are ordering a Hennessy, they 

actually call for a Killavullen,” Tuohy says.  
“The family estate in Killavullen is still there and 

the family still own it. Lately, they’ve even started 
sharing it with the hospitality community.” 

In 2019, the firm brought over 100 bartenders 
to Richard Hennessy’s ancestral home for a week to 
immerse them in the family’s history.

“We did a deep dive into Cognac as a core 
ingredient over the years. We even had a Hennessy 
family member greet people as they arrived on the 
grounds of where Richard was born,”  Tuohy says. “It 
was the first time bartenders visited Killavullen and a 
great way to show off our Irish heritage.”

Bartenders have been the drivers of Cognac’s 
popularity. Some of the earliest cocktails, like the 
Old Fashioned, were originally made with Cognac.

"Harry Johnson, who is renowned as the godfather 
of bartending, was telling people to drink Hennessy 
with ginger ale over ice in the 1880s,”  Tuohy says. 
“I’ve come across ads in the Irish Times archive for 
Hennessy VS and ginger dating back to the 1950s.”

Of course, no conversation about Cognac in the 
modern era is complete without mentioning 
hip hop. How did it become so synonymous with 
that genre of music?

"As a brand, Hennessy always supported music, 
be that classical, blues or jazz, but when hip hop 
really came to the fore in the 1990s, artists started 
to name-check Hennessy because we got behind 
their culture,” Touhy says.

“We have worked with artists like The Roots, 
Common, Missy Elliott and Nas. There have 
been over 3,000 songs that have name-checked 
Hennessy. My favourite is from Hennessy, a song 
by the late rapper 2Pac, with the line ‘they wanna 
knows my role model, it’s in the brown bottle’.”

Whether you're slowly sipping after a meal or 
shaking some up for a house party, Cognac remains 
as delicious and as versatile as ever. And like all the 
best things in life, it has a little Irish in it. Here are 
some of the best and how I like to enjoy them. FW

FREE SPIRITS

COURVOISIER VS, 
€36
Busta Rhymes was 
not wrong in his 
enthusiasm for this 
cognac when he 
penned the hit Pass 
The Courvoisier. The 
fi nal blend, with some 
of the spirit being up 
to seven years old, 
gives it an elevated 
orchard fruit taste 
akin to a perfectly 
caramelised pear 
tarte tatin. It holds up 
beautifully in an Old 
Fashioned.

MARTELL VS, €36
The distinctive French 
oak in Cognac has 
a strong presence 
in Martell VS - a  
beautifully velvet 
mouthfeel and a rich 
vanilla note are just 
some of the hallmarks 
of this gorgeous spirit. 
Stock up on some 
orange liqueur and 
lemon juice to mix 
yourself a Sidecar 
cocktail with it.

HENNESSY VS, €38
The most popular 
Cognac in Ireland, 
Hennessy is a great 
entry level bottle 
for the category. 
When mixed with a 
premium ginger ale, 
it makes for a very 
drinkable highball.

RÉMY MARTIN 
VSOP, €55
Working with eau 
de vie exclusively 
from the Grande and 
Petite Champagne 
regions, the House 
of Rémy Martin has 
been around since 
1724, and its VSOP is 
a multi-layered delight. 
Sip it neat and enjoy 
the mellow hits of 
apricot and fennel 
seed, or mix it into 
a classic Champagne 
cocktail.
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“We should be immensely 
proud of the fact that the 

founder of the world’s most 
loved Cognac came from 

Killavullen in Cork”

PAUL TUOHY, 
HENNESSY  BRAND 
AMBASSADOR
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SPARKING
JOY

Eamon FitzGerald didn’t have to look too far for 
inspiration for the business he set up during lockdown - 
it was on his own doorstep. 

Having returned to Ireland six months before the start 
of the pandemic after several years in the wine business 
in England, he decided to treat his neighbours to outdoor, 
socially-distanced wine tastings. 

“I had loads of wine samples in the house, but obviously I 
couldn’t have people over to try them. So I put a message in 
the local WhatApp group asking if anyone would be interested 
in outdoor tastings,” FitzGerald says. 

“People were really into it, and it made me realise two 
things - firstly, that I loved sharing stories about wines and 
winemakers, and secondly, if there was a way to directly 
connect customers with winemakers, those customers would 
be happy to pay for really good quality bottles.”

The business he set up as a result was WineSpark, a 
subscription service which gives members access to reduced 
prices on high quality wines in return for a €10 monthly fee. 

FitzGerald makes his margin on that membership fee rather 
than on the wine itself, allowing him to offer discounted 
prices - €15 for a bottle that would normally retail for €25, 
for example, or €25 for one that usually sells for €50. 

Members can choose their own wines, or opt for a pre-
mixed box such as the starter case for €195 (normal price 
€325), or the luxury case for €295 (normal price €511). 

Fitzgerald has taken advantage of connections he made 
while running Naked Wines in Britain to source bottles from 
makers including Federico Cerelli, who made Tignanello and 
Solaia in Italy, and Daniel Baron, formerly of Dominus and 
Silver Oak in California. 

Cerelli, who now makes his own wines - three of which are 
available on WineSpark - is also an investor in the business. Other 
winemakers holding stakes include Amelia Aragon, whose family 
makes wine in Rioja, and Serena Cordero from Barolo.  

“I wanted to align with investors who shared my vision 
of sourcing quality wines,” says FitzGerald, a Dubliner who 
started his career as a consultant in Accenture before getting 
into the wine business. 

“I’m not in this to make a quick buck, or to scale up really 
quickly in a way that I’m not comfortable with. The investors 
understand that. They know that it takes time to build up a 
business like this.”

A few things have surprised him since he set up the 
business, including the average spend per order (“it’s between 
€400 and €500, which is more than I expected”), and that his 
best seller is a German pinot noir (“there’s a real appetite to 
try new things”).

Corporate customers account for around 25 per cent of 
the business, and FitzGerald expects this to grow now that 
in-person tastings and tutorials with visiting winemakers are 
back in play.

His focus for 2022 is growing his membership numbers, 
which are currently at around 1,000, and expanding into areas 
like travel experiences. 

“In terms of the size of the market in Ireland, there’s the 
potential to grow to between 5,000 and 10,000 members,” he says. 
“Now that lockdown is over, we can really move forward.” FW

winespark.com

DOING THE BUSINESS

Eamon FitzGerald’s wine 
subscription business aims 
to directly connect 
winemakers with customers, 
writes GILLIAN NELIS
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This month, our industry 
insider laments how the 
housing crisis is affecting 
hospitality staff

We all understand that a safe and secure home is central to 
both our physical health and our psychological wellbeing. 
While we may disagree about the solutions, we know that 

Ireland has a chronic shortage of affordable housing. 
It is also a fact that this shortage disproportionately impacts the low 

paid. According to SIPTU, over half of employees in the hospitality 
industry are low paid, meaning that they earn less than the living wage 
of €12.90 per hour. This means that the housing crisis affects workers 
in our sector disproportionately.

It may be the case that some employers need to pay their employees 
more. The reality, however, is that while wage costs are rising in the 
sector, they can only rise so far. Upping prices to cover rising costs 
across the board, while simultaneously trying to attract customers 
back, is not a sustainable business strategy. 

According to the Living Wage Technical Group, if rents had 
moved in line with other factors that are taken into account when 
calculating the living wage, such as transport and energy, it would 
be €10.60 per hour. Soaring housing costs have resulted in the rate 
tipping €13.

I have seen many examples of how the housing issue impacts the 
people who work in our industry. Some years back, I found a talented 
chef I had hired the week before sleeping in a shed at the back of the 
restaurant. 

His landlord had given him and his housemates notice to vacate 

their rented home to allow for a renovation. His housemates took the 
opportunity to return to their home country; he wanted to stay, but 
had no money for a deposit on a new place. 

We provided him with temporary accommodation and gave him 
an advance on his wages. But even with our support, he could not 
find a room. He too went back to his home country, where he is now 
enjoying life again.   

The pandemic has made the problem worse. One of our commis 
chefs, who earns €29,000 a year, needed to move to a place that was 
better suited to her family. We organised reference letters and set out 
clearly how she and her husband could afford the rent. All the boxes 
were ticked. 

Nonetheless, viewing after viewing for months on end resulted in 
rejection. It became evident that having a job in a restaurant during a 
pandemic were black marks on their applications. 

She has cousins who would like to come over to Ireland to work. 
This type of chain migration has brought many workers into the 
country to fill restaurant jobs. But how can they come when there is 
nowhere for them to live?

One of my managers is married with one child, and qualifies for the 
housing assistance payment. Even though legislation protects him from 
being discriminated against on the grounds that he receives welfare, it 
was always obvious that his options were limited. 

They became even more limited when landlords questioned whether 
his job in the restaurant was secure, giving the continuous rolling 
lockdowns. Similarly, a senior chef I know who has been applying for 
a mortgage with her partner has faced constant refusals, which her 
broker puts down to her employer registering for the employer wage 
subsidy scheme (EWSS).

According to government figures, 42 per cent of all jobs supported 
by the EWSS in December 2021 were in hospitality. This is 117,000 
people in our sector disproportionately disadvantaged when it comes 
to applying for a mortgage, or securing a rental property.

Without access to appropriate housing it is difficult to perform well 
at your job, to manage stress and stay healthy and to fulfil your personal 
life goals. And the reality is that a huge proportion of our workforce do 
not have access to appropriate housing.

These issues are no longer just the concern of generation rent, 
generation stay at home, or the low paid; they are the concern of small 
businesses. 

The crisis is affecting the performance of our teams, making 
recruitment and retention more difficult, and causing wage inflation 
that is driving prices beyond what customers can pay. Can we do more 
to push for change? FW

SUPER SLEUTH
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For more recipes, news and interviews 
fi nd us online at foodandwine.ie
Instagram: @foodandwineireland 
Facebook: @FoodandWineIreland   
Twitter: @foodandwineIE

Imust admit that this month’s bank 
holiday snuck up on me; I’d only 
just got myself back into a normal 

routine over Easter. But I’m certainly 
not complaining, as this first bank 
holiday of the summer provides me with 
the perfect excuse for some leisurely 
cooking and eating.

Brunch had become a bit boring 
lately, but Domini Kemp is here 
to rescue that this month with her 
gorgeous recipes. Artichoke cakes with 
eggs and hollandaise, and a rhubarb and 
lemon bostock? Yes please. 

Elsewhere, Brenda McCormick meets 
Siobhán Ní Gháirbhith, the powerhouse 
behind St Tola cheese, Aoife Carrigy 
talks to the couple behind the Belvelly 
Smokehouse in Cork about their forty 
years in business, and Mick O’Connell is 
championing the revival of chardonnay 
with bottles from €22 to €72.

Need some cookbook inspiration? 
Alex Meehan has recommendations 
from some of the country’s top chefs, 
and if you’re dreaming of an unexpected 
windfall, Oisin Davis reckons you 
should check your drinks cabinet.

UNTIL NEXT MONTH,
GILLIAN

TWITTER: @GNELIS
INSTAGRAM: @GNELIS1

Cover Image: Dean Carroll
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APPETISER

THIS MONTH 
I’M LOVING...
*Emi Takakura’s Spoond 
hot chocolate. The Dubliner, 
who is half Irish and half 
Japanese, found regular hot 
chocolates too sweet and 
too thin, so set out to make 
a more grown-up version. 
Gloriously thick and rich, it 
comes in two fl avours – dark 
milk and malted milk – and 
is €7.95 a tub from stockists 
including the Camerino 
Bakery in Dublin and 
Madden’s Cafe in Tralee. 
You can also buy online at 
spoond.ie.

*Istil 38’s Irish vodka. The 
passionfruit martini is still 
one of my favourite cocktails, 
and I’ll be making mine with 
Istil 38’s Madagascan vanilla 
variety this summer. It’s €38 
a bottle in independent off-
licences, and there are two 
other varieties in the range: 
pink berries, and a classic 
unfl avoured version. Shop 
online at istil38.com/shop.6
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Bite-Size
Your guide to all things hot in food 
and drink this month

May 19: If you’ve eaten a smash burger at any stage over the 
past few years, you’ve probably got George Motz to thank for it. Motz, 
a filmmaker, historian and author, is a proponent of the smash burger 

technique, which sees patties attened on the grill before being served in a 
bun, and later this month he ll bringing his burger pop-up to ublin.

The event, which takes place at rban rewing in the CH  building in the 
I SC, is being organised by ash urger, the ublin restaurant where the 
burgers are inspired by Mot . Tickets are 2  plus booking fee, to include 

an Oklahoma onion burger cooked by Mot , a beer or a soft drink, and 
there ll also be live s, beers on tap from O Hara s and cocktails by 

Craft Cocktails. See eventbrite.ie.

Oct 17 & 18: ood on the dge, the symposium organised 
by alway chef P McMahon, returns to the city this October with 

first-time speakers including asmus Monk of Copenhagen s lchemist 
restaurant, Paolo Casagrande of arcelona s three Michelin star asarte, 
and Calum ranklin of The Pie oom in ondon. eturning speakers will 

include ussie chef lice aslavsky, ess Murphy of ai alway, social 
gastronomy disruptor oshna Maharaj and Carolyn Steel, a thought leader 

on food and cities. See foodontheedge.ie.

Every Thursday:  Take a guided tour of a -acre 
organic farm and ecotourism destination on the Slane Castle estate in Co 

Meath. ock arm is home to rare breed animals like exter cows and 
Tamworth pigs, as well as a market garden which produces vegetables and 

the barley used for the whiskey made at the Slane istillery. 
The tours run every Thursday at 11am and 2pm, cost 1  per person, and 

must be pre-booked at rockfarmslane.ie.

AMUSE BOUCHE

MARKET NEWS...

MAY
is a good month to…

Channel your inner Derry Girl. Can’t get enough of 
Michelle, Erin, Orla, Clare and the wee English fella? 
Then book yourself onto the Derry Girls Experience 
day trip with Hastings Hotels. The tour kicks off from 

the Europa Hotel in Belfast, where you’ll board a 
luxury coach, dig into a 10p bag of sweets and listen 
to some ’90s tunes as you’re driven to Derry. Once 
there, a guide from McCrossan City Tours will lead a 
walking tour of the city that takes in filming locations 

like Long Tower Church - scene of the ‘miracle of 
Our Lady’ - the Guildhall and the Bishop’s Gate. Then 

it’s off to Hastings’ Everglades Hotel for a Derry 
Girls-themed afternoon tea with Tayto sandwiches, 

sausage roll baps and cream horns.
The Derry Girls Experience costs £65 and includes 

return coach transfers from Belfast to Derry, the 
walking tour and afternoon tea with a cocktail. 

Coaches depart on Saturday from 9.30am. If you 
fancy making a night of it, there’s also an overnight 
package available from just over €160 per night. See 

hastingshotels.com for full details and to book.

The new market menu at Statham’s, the restaurant at the 
Pembroke Hotel in the centre of Kilkenny city, features 
dis es like ndarl ar  ork lle  i  raised ig 
c eek  i  ar  goa s c eese i  ivers eld ar  
beetroot, and a Ballykeefe Irish coffee tiramisu. Expect 
regular eaks  as ead c e  en arker includes e 
best of that day’s produce. Three courses are €45 per 

erson  or  o include a drinks airing  ore de ails a  
pembrokekilkenny.com.
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DINNER, DELIVERED
The Village Butcher in Ranelagh in Dublin has long 
offered a wider than usual selection of meat, and you 
can now access it even if you don’t live nearby via its 
new nationwide delivery service. The family-run business 
stocks speciality beef breeds like wagyu and belted 
galloway, along with free range pork, wild Irish venison, 
duck, pheasant, organic rose veal, goat, wild boar, goose 
and rabbit. There are also freshly-made meals like beef 
Bourguignon, handmade sausage rolls, side dishes such 
as croquettes and roasting vegetables, and sauces, 
seasonings and condiments. Order at thevillagebutcher.ie.

The third bottling from the Midleton Very Rare 
Silent Distillery collection goes on sale later 
this month, and its price - €45,000 - reflects 
its rarity. Just 97 bottles are being produced, 

and would-be buyers will need to enter a ballot 
on the distillery’s website, midletonveryrare.

com, to secure a chance to purchase. However, 
a special event at Adare Manor in Co Limerick 
on June 13 will offer a chance to taste it - see 

adaremanor.com for more. 
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BEST-EVER
BRUNCH
Domini Kemp, our resident chef shares 
brunch recipes for you to enjoy throughout 
the month of May. 
Photography by Dean Carroll

Who doesn’t love brunch? To gorge on eggs, buttery 
everything, cool drinks and hot coffee; it’s always an ideal 
way to break bread and catch up. 

Sometimes, those who don’t devour bacon and sausages feel like 
they get a raw deal so we’ve kept the whole lot vegetarian and it was 
all pretty delicious. Instead of regular old crab cakes, I used some 
artichoke purée and it worked a treat, but feel free to replace it with 
diced smoked salmon or cooked crabmeat if you’d prefer. 

My favourite was the pineapple salad that accompanied the warm 
granola bars and also the rhubarb bostock. Admittedly, I’d never heard 
of bostock until recently – it’s a cross between French toast and an 
almond croissant made with leftover bread – but am enjoying the 
simplicity of making them and the resulting delight. This flatbread 
recipe is like the love child of mushrooms on toast and white pizza 
with a fried egg and kale, and would also make an equally delicious 
mid-week supper to boot. Enjoy!
All recipes serve 4

ARTICHOKE CAKES WITH HOLLANDAISE, CELERIAC 
REMOULADE AND POACHED EGGS

INGREDIENTS
For the artichoke cakes
3 large potatoes 
230g jar artichoke purée
2 tsp Dijon mustard
Few splashes Tabasco
2 sticks celery, very finely diced
mall bunch chives, finely chopped

3 tbsp mayonnaise
1 egg

For the crumb
4 eggs, beaten
100g panko breadcrumbs
Vegetable oil, for frying 

For the hollandaise sauce
100g butter 
2 egg yolks
1 tbsp lemon juice
Good pinch salt

For the celeriac remoulade
1 small celeriac, peeled and grated
2-3 heaped tbsp good quality mayonnaise
1 tbsp Dijon mustard
1 lemon, juice only
1 tbsp capers, chopped
1 bunch flat-leaf parsley, finely chopped
Salt and pepper 

To serve
4 eggs 
White wine vinegar
2 nglish muffins, cut in half and lightly toasted
Small bunch chopped chives

METHOD
1. irst, make the artichoke cakes. Scoop the esh out of the skins  you 
want approximately g  and mash roughly. iscard the skins then mix 
well with the other ingredients. Shape into 12 small burger-shaped cakes 
and refrigerate until ready to fry - you could do this the night before to get 
ahead on prep if you like. 
2. When ready to cook the cakes, preheat your oven to 1 C. Set a pot 
of water on the stove over a medium heat. dd a little white wine vinegar 
then allow to come to a simmer. 
3. Place the panko crumbs onto a large plate or tray, then whisk the eggs 
together in a bowl. ip the cakes into crumbs, then dip in the egg and 
then back into the panko for a second coating of the crumbs. Heat up a 
generous amount of vegetable oil in a pan over a medium to high heat and 
shallow fry the cakes until golden brown on both sides. Transfer to the oven 
to heat through while you poach the eggs and make the hollandaise. 
4. or the hollandaise sauce, it s easy enough to make it in a food processor. 
irst, melt the butter then set aside. Whi  the egg yolks in the processor 

and whilst the motor is still running on low, slowly stream in the melted 
butter. When most of the butter is added, season with the lemon juice 
and some salt, then finish off with the remaining butter. ou can adjust the 
seasoning by sharpening it up with more lemon juice  or you can add 
a drop of very good white wine vinegar if you like. Make this just before 
serving and it will stay warm if you keep it over a small saucepan of hot 
water for about ten minutes. nough time to poach the eggs  If it gets too 
thick, add a tablespoon or two of hot water.
5. Crack the eggs into the simmering water to poach. In the meantime, mix 
together all the ingredients for your celeriac remoulade and season to taste. 
6. To serve, place one toasted muffin half onto each plate, then top with a 
spoon of the remoulade and the artichoke cakes. ently place a poached 
egg on top of each stack then spoon over some hollandaise sauce. Scatter 
over the chopped chives, then serve. 

HEAD CHEF
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ARTICHOKE CAKES WITH HOLLANDAISE, 
CELERIAC REMOULADE AND POACHED EGGS

“Instead of regular old 
crab cakes I used some 
artichoke purée and it 
worked a treat”
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HEAD CHEF

WILD MUSHROOM FLATBREADS 
WITH FRIED EGGS AND KALE

e e  goo  lit  ho o ght t re  
here t i  o  n t get o r h n  on 
e ent one  o  n e n n or tortill  

in te

INGREDIENTS
100ml olive oil 
400g wild mushrooms, sliced
Salt and pepper
200g crème fraîche
2 garlic cloves, peeled and crushed
Few sprigs rosemary
200g kale 
 flatbreads 

0g armesan, finely grated
150g feta
0g butter

4 eggs 
ood pinch chilli flakes

METHOD
1. Heat half of the oil in a pan over a 
medium heat, then sauté the mushrooms 
until they start to wilt, soften and 
caramelise. Season really well with salt 
and pepper, then add the crème fraîche, 
garlic and rosemary. Cook until creamy and 
delicious, then set aside to cool. You can 
even do this overnight. 
2. When you re ready to finish the dish, 
preheat your oven to 180C. 

3. Strip the stems from the kale and discard, 
which should leave you with about 100g 
torn leaves. Toss the kale in the remaining 
olive oil and season well, then spread out 
on a baking tray. Roast in the oven for about 
ten minutes until crisp, turning occasionally. 
4. ay the atbreads on a baking tray and 
spoon the mushroom mix on the base. 
Sprinkle over the Parmesan and feta, then 
bake for about 7-10 minutes until the 
cheese starts to melt. 
5. In the meantime, melt the butter in a 
pan over a medium to high heat, then fry 
the eggs. 
6. When the atbreads are done, top with 
the kale and the eggs, then sprinkle over the 
chilli akes and serve. 

WILD MUSHROOM 
FLATBREADS WITH FRIED 
EGGS AND KALE
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RHUBARB AND 
LEMON BOSTOCK

INGREDIENTS
00g rhubarb, finely chopped, 

appro imately  stalks
100g caster sugar
1 lemon, uice and zest 

g ground almonds
1 tbsp plain flour
0g granulated sugar
ood pinch baking powder
0g butter

2 egg yolks
ew drops vanilla e tract
 thick slices brioche, stale

Cream or labneh see granola 
bar recipe , to serve
0g flaked almonds, lightly 

toasted, to garnish

METHOD
1. Preheat oven to 180C 
and line a baking sheet with 
parchment paper. 
2. Place the rhubarb, caster 
sugar and lemon juice and 
zest into a pot over a low 
to medium heat. Cook until 
soft and delicious, covering 
with a lid if needed, then 
set aside to cool. Don’t 
overcook, as it’s nice to 
keep some shape to it. 
3. Mix the ground almonds, 
our, granulated sugar, 

baking powder, butter, egg 
yolks, and vanilla together 
until well combined. 
4. Place the brioche onto 
the baking sheet, then 
divide and spread the 
almond mix over each 
slice. Bake until golden, 
approximately 10 minutes, 
then top each with some 
rhubarb, keeping some 
aside for garnish, and give 
it one last blast in the 
oven. To serve, place each 
bostock onto a plate, then 
scoop on a little whipped 
cream or labneh, and the 
leftover rhubarb compote. 
Scatter over the ground 
almonds, then enjoy.

RHUBARB AND LEMON 
BOSTOCK
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HEAD CHEF

WARM GRANOLA BARS 
WITH LABNEH AND GINGER 
PINEAPPLE SALAD

INGREDIENTS
For the granola bars
85g honey
100g butter
2 tbsp peanut butter
1 tsp vanilla extract
200g rolled oats
50g shredded coconut

For the ginger pineapple salad
2 oranges, peeled and chopped into chunks
1 pineapple, peeled and chopped into chunks
2 tbsp demerara or coconut sugar
1 lemon, zest and juice
mall knob ginger, peeled and finely grated

Small bunch basil, shredded
Coarse black pepper 

For the labneh
500g Greek yoghurt
1-2 tbsp honey 

METHOD
1. Preheat the oven to 160C and line a 24cm 
square tin with parchment paper. 
2. Ideally, start the labneh a few hours ahead. 
Line a sieve with muslin cloth or a tea towel 
then add the Greek yoghurt. Leave to strain 
for a for a few hours, then discard the excess 
liquid and you’ll be left with a thick ricotta-
like yoghurt. Sweeten with some additional 
honey.
3. For the salad, mix all of the ingredients 
together, then set aside for an hour to let the 
avours develop. Serve at room temperature. 

4. To make the granola bars, place the honey, 
butter, peanut butter and vanilla into a pot 
over a low to medium heat. Allow to melt, 
while mixing to combine. Place the oats and 
coconut into a bowl then when the honey 
mix is smooth, pour over and mix well. Press 
the oat mix into the lined tin and bake in the 
oven for about 20 minutes or golden brown. 
Set aside to cool slightly, then serve with 
a scoop of the salad and a blob of the 
honeyed labneh. FW

WARM GRANOLA 
BARS WITH LABNEH 
AND GINGER 
PINEAPPLE SALAD
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COMMERCIAL CONTENT

LEMON & RASPBERRY LAYER CAKE
Serves 10-14

INGREDIENTS
For the sponge
300g unsalted butter, 
softened
300g Siúcra Caster Sugar
6 eggs
00g self-raising flour

1 tsp baking powder
3 tbsp milk
Zest of two lemons
For the filling
300g mascarpone
100g lemon curd
300g fresh raspberries
To decorate
200g Siúcra Icing Sugar
Juice of one lemon
100g fresh raspberries
Zest of one lemon
Dried rose petals (optional)

METHOD
1. Preheat the oven to 180C/160C fan/gas mark 
4. Line three 20cm round cake tins with non-stick 
parchment paper.
2. In a large bowl, beat the butter and Siúcra Caster 
Sugar until light and uffy. dd the eggs, one at a 
time, beating well after each addition.
3. dd the our, baking powder, milk and lemon 
zest. Mix until just combined, then pour into the 
prepared tins.
4. Bake for 25-30 minutes or until a skewer 
inserted into the centre comes out clean. 

llow to cool.
5. Meanwhile, make the filling. In a bowl, gently fold 
together the mascarpone and lemon curd.
6. Place the first sponge onto the cake stand and 
spread over some of the mascarpone filling. 

dd some fresh raspberries, then place the 
second sponge on top and repeat. Finish with the 
final sponge.
7. In a bowl, combine the Siúcra Icing Sugar and 
lemon juice to make a loose icing. Spoon over the 
top sponge and allow to drizzle down the sides 
slightly. Top with fresh raspberries, lemon est and 
some dried rose petals.

THERE IS SOMETHING SPECIAL 
ABOUT HOME BAKING and many of us treasure childhood 
memories of baking with our families. Many of us too will remember 
how Siúcra products were, and continue to be, essential components 

of such tasty creations. 
With WORLD BAKING DAY on May 17 there’s no better time 
to get creative in the kitchen and if you’re looking for inspiration for 

your next special occasion head to nordzuckerireland.ie for lots more 
great recipes. It’s time to make new baking memories.

SHARE YOUR CREATIONS WITH SIÚCRA 
ON SOCIAL MEDIA: 

Instagram: @siucraireland Facebook @SiucraIreland 
For more see nordzuckerireland.ie

RISE TO 
THE OCCASION 

Home baking is 
the perfect way to 
get creative and 
make memories with 
loved ones 

SPRINKLE SURPRISE CAKE
Serves 14-16

INGREDIENTS
For the sponge
400g butter, at room temperature 
400g Siúcra Caster Sugar 
8 large eggs
2 tsp vanilla extract 
00g self-raising flour

2 tsp baking powder 
4 tbsp milk
For the buttercream
550g Siúcra Icing Sugar
275g unsalted butter, softened
2 tsp vanilla extract
1-2 tsp milk
For the r ri e filling
A mixture of various sprinkles and Smarties
To decorate
Various sprinkles

METHOD
1. Preheat the oven to 190C/170C fan/gas 
mark 5. Line four 20cm round cake tins 
with non-stick parchment paper.
2. To make the sponges, in a bowl beat 
together the butter and Siúcra Caster 
Sugar until light and uffy.
3. dd the eggs one at a time, beating well 
after each addition. Stir in the vanilla.
4. Sieve in the our and baking powder. 

dd the milk and fold together until just 
combined.
5. venly divide the mixture between 
the prepared tins. Bake for 20-25 minutes 
or until a skewer inserted in the centre 
comes out clean.
6. Transfer to a wire rack and allow the 
sponges to cool completely.
7. For the buttercream, beat together 

the butter, Siúcra Icing Sugar and vanilla 
until smooth. dd some milk until the 
buttercream is at a spreadable consistency. 
Set 80g of buttercream aside for piping.
8. Once the sponges are cool, use an 8cm 
round cutter to cut the middle out of 3 of 
the sponges. Set the uncut sponge aside, as 
this will be used last.
9. To assemble the cake, place one sponge 
onto a cake board or serving plate, using a 
teaspoon of buttercream on the board to 
help the cake stick. Spread on some of the 
buttercream and add the next sponge on 
top. Repeat this step.
10. Before adding the uncut sponge on 
top, pour various sprinkles and smarties 
into the hole in the centre. Top with the 
uncut sponge.
11. Using a palette knife or offset spatula, 
spread the buttercream over the top and 
sides of the cake, making sure to fill in any 
gaps. There will be crumbs in the icing, 
so place the cake into the fridge for 30 
minutes to set.
12. Once set, spread over more 
buttercream to cover any crumbs and 
smooth out the buttercream.
13. To decorate, use your hands to press 
the sprinkles over the top and sides of the 
cake until completely covered.
14. Spoon the remaining buttercream into 
a piping bag, fitted with a star no le. Pipe 
swirls of buttercream around the top edge 
of the cake.
15. Serve and cut into the cake to wow 
your guests with the surprise centre.

TOP TIP: Lay some parchment paper 
under your cake before adding the 
sprinkles. You can re-use the sprinkles 
that fall or you can easily add them back 
into the bottle.
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GRASS ROOTS

The good life
Siobhán Ní Gháirbhith, the woman behind one 

of Ireland’s best-known food brands tells 
BRENDA MCCORMICK why she won’t expand 

for expansion’s sake
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SIOBHÁN NÍ GHÁIRBHITH
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GRASS ROOTS

When opportunity comes knocking it’s worth taking a leap of 
faith - even if it involves leaving a safe, pensionable job to 
go and work with goats. Luckily for Siobhán Ní Gháirbhith 

and St Tola, an artisan Irish goat’s cheese, the leap proved to be a very 
successful one.

It saw Ní Gháirbhith take a much-loved Irish product created by 
Meg and Derrick Gordon in the 1970s and transform it into one 
of Ireland’s most renowned brands with a reputation that extends 
beyond these shores.

Ní Gháirbhith grew up on a farm just south of the Burren in Co 
Clare. One of six children, her parents were teachers but leased out 
land to neighbouring dairy farmers. And while Ní Gháirbhith also 
elected to become a teacher, the farm was always close to her heart.

She moved to Galway to teach at a time when the city and the 
wider country was embracing a new attitude towards food and 
food producers.

“There was a revival around artisans, food products and farming 
because Sheridans had opened up their first cheese shop in Galway at 
the same time,” Ní Gháirbhith says. “I suppose there was more of an 
understanding and appreciation of local food, and I thought it was a 
pity that one of the six of us wasn’t doing something with the farm 
we had.”

The burgeoning Irish interest in food provenance and and artisan 
fare got her thinking about the importance of her own family’s land 

and what she might do with it given that fact that, as she says herself, 
it is “quite boggy”. It transpired that the answer was just next door.

“Meg and Derrick Gordon, our lovely neighbours, had moved 
from Wicklow in the late 1970s and bought a farm just down the 
road from us,” Ní Gháirbhith explains. “And they in their wisdom 
started to rear goats in the early ’80s to make goat’s cheese.”

The families knew each other well, and around the time Ní 
Gháirbhith was thinking about her family’s farm, the Gordons 
were thinking of retiring. Ní Gháirbhith had done some work with 
Shannon Development to promote regional food products including 
St Tola, which had alerted her to the potential of the brand.

“I saw a progression in the way that local and regional food were 
becoming more popular within the Irish market. At that time, Meg 
and Derrick were producing cheese from the end of March to the 
beginning of October only. Chefs were, however, looking for St Tola 
year-round, and their order requests could not be fulfilled,” she says.

THE FARM IS HOME TO 200 GOATS. “I USED TO THINK THAT WAS A BIG HERD BUT THE 
AVERAGE DAIRY GOAT HERD IN IRELAND IS ABOUT 400 GOATS,” NÍ GHÁIRBHITH SAYS

“Goats are actually very 
sensitive and run for shelter 

when there’s even a sniff of rain”
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“I saw an opportunity to continue their great work on our farm, 
which was just two miles down the road from theirs. The product 
would have the same provenance and flavours because the farms and 
land are very similar. It seemed like a perfect match for us to take it 
over, and Meg and Derrick were delighted that it was staying in the 
same area.”

Ní Gháirbhith duly left her teaching job and went to work with the 
Gordons. “I worked with them full time for a year to learn as much 
as I could, from cheese making to goat herding. We then moved the 
goats up to our farm in 1999, built the cheese house and extended it 
from there.”

Along with retaining the original methodology and philosophy 
the brand was founded on, Ní Gháirbhith kept the name, too. Meg 
had learned how to make cheese in France where a lot of cheeses 
are named after local saints. And in Clare, St. Tola is about as local as 
you can get, being buried five miles from the farms in Dysert O’Dea 
monastery, although St Tola is the patron saint of toothaches, rather 
than cheese.

Divine intervention aside, it was undoubtedly a major shift for Ní 
Gháirbhith to move from teaching children to rearing goats. “The 
biggest challenge was gaining knowledge about goat husbandry. To 
this day it’s the most challenging part, especially when you’re trying 
to do it as naturally as possible,” she says.

“Before I had goats of my own I, like a lot of people, knew about 
wild roaming goats and thought: this will be grand. We’ll have them 
out in all sorts of conditions and they’ll be fine. But goats are actually 
very sensitive and run for shelter when there’s even a sniff of rain. 
They’re not like sheep, who’ve got good woollen coats. Goats are 
very much like humans; their skin is very sensitive to the elements, 
so they have to be looked after.”

Establishing a strong herd of healthy animals that were good at 
producing high quality milk was a key focus. Today the team milks 
200 goats. “We stagger it the over the year,” Ní Gháirbhith says. “I 
used to think that was a big herd but the average dairy goat herd in 
Ireland is about 400 goats, but they would be farmers who are selling 
all of their milk. We keep all our own milk and make cheese.”

Those cheeses, which include the original St Tola log, an ash log 
and the new St Tola Karst have long been favourites of chefs across 
Ireland and beyond. The late Gerry Galvin of Drimcong House in 
Galway; Myrtle Allen and Ballymaloe House in Cork, Arbutus Lodge 
in Cork, Chapter One in Dublin and Kevin Thornton are just some 
of the chefs and establishments Ní Gháirbhith namechecks as being 
champions and fans of St Tola.

“We’ve always been very lucky with chefs being so supportive of 
St Tola and other artisan food products,” she says. “It is chefs that have 
really gotten our name and our brand out there. If it hadn’t been for 
these leading lights in the country, a lot of food products - not just St 
Tola - wouldn’t be as successful as they are.”

She also credits the success of the bolder cheeses in the range to the 
nation’s increasingly adventurous palate. “In 1999, there weren’t many 
goat’s cheeses; it was a different environment to what we’re living in 

now. There are all sorts of foods from all over the world in Ireland 
now as we’re a much more travelled nation. Now at tastings I’m giving 
people more and more mature cheeses, like our ash log,” she says.

“It’s important to us at St Tola that we have brought customers 
along. We start people who are not accustomed to goat’s cheese with 
our fresh curd and then introduce our more mature cheese, so they 
get to see and taste the difference in the cheese as it matures.”

From the very beginning, a sustainable approach has been at the 
heart of St Tola, with Ní Gháirbhith and the team aiming to be as 
sustainable as possible across the entire business. They use natural 
kidding practices throughout the year, and straw from the goat’s shed 
is cleared out three times a year, left to mature and then spread back 
onto the land as a natural fertiliser.

The farm also took part in a research project with Limerick IT 
a number of years ago which enables it to reuse waste water in 
interesting ways.

“The run-off water from the goat shed, the milking parlour and the 
cheese house is put it in an underground tank. It’s agitated and mixed 
and then we can put it back on to the land. It includes the whey, 
which is a natural nutrient so putting it back on the land is a natural 
way of using waste products on the farm,” she says.

“It makes sense and it’s sustainable. We’re having solar panels put 
on the cheese house and we’re looking to put them on the farm 
shed. We’re encouraging the government to bring in legislation so 
that farmers aren’t limited with the amount of solar panels they can 
put on their sheds. It would make us more sustainable, not just on 
our own farm - we would be able to sell energy back into the grid. 
It makes sense and it’s something that is obviously becoming more 
important with the crisis we’re now facing.”

That commitment to sustainability is another reason driving 
Ní Gháirbhith’s decision to focus on the Irish market rather than take 
on the larger carbon footprint required in exporting the product 
worldwide.

St Tola is part of the Burren and Cliffs of Moher UNESCO Global 
Geopark, which now falls under UNESCO’s ‘GEOfood’ umbrella 
brand. GEOfood promotes sustainable agriculture and conservation 
and supports farmers and communities.

“It’s a way of promoting sustainable food,” Ní Gháirbhith explains. 
“To encourage farmers and producers in the geopark area to produce 
food that is more sustainable. And from a marketing point of view, 
retailers and chefs will take notice as part of their sustainability 
policies. It’s something we’re very proud to be a part of.”

St Tola’s continuing success is without question, but Ní Gháirbhith 
has a clear view of what that success actually looks like now and 
into the future. The pandemic saw her expand into hard cheeses 
and Greek-style cheeses with oil in jars, which offer a longer shelf 
life, but you won’t see St Tola launching new products all the time. 
Instead, it’s about quality over quantity.

Ultimately, it all comes back to that bit of land in Co Clare that 
gave a family farm a new purpose and a much-loved Irish enterprise 
an exciting new chapter. “For me it has always been about the farm,” 
Ní Gháirbhith says.

“At different stages over the last 20 years people have said: why 
don’t you move into Ennis and buy in the milk and increase your 
production and set up a bigger premises? I’ve always said no. If it’s 
not happening on my farm and the farm is not benefitting, it’s not 
what I want to do. It’s all about the farm and the land for me.” FW

st-tola.ie

“We’ve always been very lucky 
with chefs supporting St Tola and 

other artisan food products”
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Frank Hederman and Caroline Workman’s Belvelly Smokehouse is forty years in business this 
year. AOIFE CARRIGY hears about the highs and lows of building the firm

F rank Hederman and Caroline Workman 
have a lot to be proud of. This husband-
and-wife team are the founder and 

general manager respectively of the Belvelly 
Smokehouse, where their private clientele list 
includes rock bands and royalty, movie stars 
and ambassadors.

Heavyweight chefs like Rick Stein and 
Richard Corrigan, as well as international 
food writers, have long championed Belvelly’s 
exceptional beech-smoked salmon, which 
was also served at a banquet to mark Queen 
Elizabeth’s 80th birthday.

Four decades after Hederman established 
the smokehouse in his home town of Cobh 
in Cork, it is still winning awards. In 2020, it 
received an Irish Food Writers’ Guild Food 
Award for the hot-smoked salmon with 
Kashmiri chillies that was developed for 
Selfridges, the upmarket British food store.

This year, Belvelly’s 40th birthday coincided 
with Frank Hederman becoming the first Irish 
person to receive the Walter Scheel Medal for 
outstanding contribution to European culinary 
culture, joining former recipients such as 
Ferran Adrià of El Bulli and Pierre-Emmanuel 
Taittinger of Taittinger Champagne.

Not bad for someone who started smoking 
fish after his teachers struggled to translate 
his aptitude tests into a clear career path. “I 
remember thinking there has to be an easier 
way to make a living,” Hederman says of his 
subsequent brief dalliance with day-boat fishing.

What, I ask him, is he proudest of about the 
business he and his wife have built? He answers 
quickly: “Staying going! To be independent, and 
stand alone, and give people [working within 
the business] a good quality of life, and keep 
making lovely food all the time, that takes an 
awful lot of effort, time and patience.”

It also takes consistency and perseverance, 
ingenuity and agility.

“Food businesses are notoriously hard 
to make pay,” says Workman, who joined 
Hederman in the business twenty years 
ago, bringing the food knowledge and 
communication and administrative skills honed 

as a former restaurant critic and journalist. 
Belvelly Smokehouse now employs a team of 

eight, doubling that at Christmas time, but, as 
Workman says, “in the early days Frank started 
by himself and with no experience”.

He learned wherever he could, and took 
on the advice of one experienced mentor to 
go low volume, high value when it came to 
smoking fish. High volume fish like mackerel 
would require a lot of equipment, “and capital 
was literally non-existent at the time, at interest 
rates of 21 per cent”, Hederman says.

He learned his fish filleting skills from 
another man who demonstrated on a loaf 
of bread. “Everything was scarce,” he says. 
“Knowledge was scarce. So you go down 
the path of learning and you look at what’s 
available.”

What was available? Red Belvelly bricks 
with which Hederman built his first kiln, and 
Midleton whiskey-soaked oak barrels which he 
broke down into chips and then hand-fed those 
chips into that kiln for fifteen hour stints. And, 
of course, a ready supply of fresh wild salmon 
to cold smoke inside the attached timber box. 

“We were lucky that we had access to the 
raw material, with plenty of designated ports 
landing salmon close by,” he says.

At the time, salmon was only smoked when 
it couldn’t be sold fresh. “It wasn’t a prime 
product because there was no market for it,” 
Hederman says.

“There were no delicatessens as we know 
them now, no speciality shops. You had maybe a 
couple of dozen restaurants in the country who 
would serve smoked salmon on their menu.”

What was being produced had much 
room for improvement. “It always looked 
rather under-par, with flecks of ash on it or 
imperfections, so it struck me that it would 
be dreadful easy to get it better than that,” 
Hederman says.

He has stayed faithful to his original 
approach, scaling up operations to build 
what remains Ireland’s only authentic 
timber smokehouse. Small tweaks refined 
the quality - observing that the high tannin, 

high acidity character of oak dominates the 
palate, Hederman switched to more subtle 
beechwood. 

He now knows the precise wood chip size 
needed to achieve the burn rate, smoke density 
and resulting finish that he demands of Belvelly 
cold-smoked salmon. Producing a superlative 
product is one thing, however - selling it 
is another.

“It was a real hard slog,”  Workman says. 
“Frank would go to the market every week, 
no matter the weather. People forget that 
those markets weren’t always there; they 
were created by Frank’s generation of food 
producers because there wasn’t another outlet. 
He’d be driving the length and breadth of the 
country with no time off and ridiculous hours, 
and it was essentially him on his own.”

Longevity in business requires agility under 
adversity. After the 2008 financial crash, 
Hederman and Workman stopped supplying 
restaurants, and focused on markets within 
fifteen minutes drive of the smokehouse. They 
invested in a stall at Cork’s English Market 
to showcase their extended range of smoked 
products. 

Mackerel, eel, haddock and mussels, plus 
butter, spices and nuts joined their signature 
smoked salmon, which is now sourced from 
organic-certified farms off the Atlantic coast.

Brexit forced the decision to cease exports 
to Britain, pressing pause on decades of 
great relationships, but the online shop that 
Workman developed is allowing the business 
to extend direct sales into north America and 
Europe.

The support that Irish customers showed 
to local businesses during lockdown allowed 
them to trial new dishes via the made-to-order 
supply chain of NeighbourFood to add to their 
extended Hederman at Home range.

Forty years on, the team at Belvelly 
Smokehouse are still learning, still growing 
and, of course, still smoking some of the best 
salmon going. FW

frankhederman.com

DOING THE BUSINESS

Still smoking after 
all these years
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CLAIRE MCQUILLAN’S HOT SMOKED 
SALMON ROLLS
Serves 2 as a starter or light lunch 

These are inspired by the classic Vietnamese-style rolls 
full of herbs and fresh, bright avours which balance 
beautifully with the smoky, salty richness of the salmon. 
Summer rolls are one of my favourite ways to use really 
crunchy, fresh seasonal vegetables and the ingredients 
can be changed up depending on what is available.  
nice way to make these for a crowd is to chop all the 
ingredients in advance and have everyone build their 
own customised version. lowers are essential for that 
final ourish and I like to use any wild owers I can 
find. I also think it makes a lovely seasonal addition to 
this recipe too. If you are collecting owers make sure 
you pick some from places that don t spray herbicides 
or pesticides and be aware of other pollution. I find it 
easiest to pick familiar owers from my own garden 
dandelion, daisies, violets  all work beautifully.

INGREDIENTS
100g Hederman’s hot smoked salmon
1 tsp ederman s smoked chilli flakes
6 rice paper sheets (can be purchased online or at an 
Asian supermarket)
80g vermicelli rice noodles
1 yellow courgette
1 quarter small iceberg lettuce
1 half cucumber
1 half red onion or scallion
Fresh mint and/or coriander
election of wild flower petals

40ml rice vinegar
Half tsp sugar
1 half clove garlic

METHOD
1. To make the dipping sauce, mix together the vinegar, 
sugar, garlic and chilli with a pinch of salt. Set aside.
2. ow make the filling. Pour boiling water over the 
vermicelli noodles and allow to soak for 1  minutes or 
so until soft. rain and cut into manageable lengths with 
a pair of scissors.
3. Slice the courgette into thin batons, the lettuce into 
a fine shred and the onion into very thin slices. Slice 
the cucumber into very thin rounds. Slice and ake up 
the salmon into small pieces. Once you have everything 
assembled then you can roll.
4. rrange a clean board and a tray bigger than your 
rice paper sheets filled with water. ip the sheets into 
the water and allow to soften for around a minute, then 
remove and atten onto the board. This may take a few 
goes if you haven t used this ingredient before.
5. With the sheet in front of you, arrange the fillings in 
a line starting with the lettuce, then the noodles, herbs, 
courgette, onions and salmon. On the side away from 
the vegetables arrange the owers  they should stick 
to the sheet  and then place the cucumber on top in a 
neat pattern on top of each other.
6. Gather the edge of the rice paper sheet that is 
closest to you and bring it over the top of the salmon 
and noodle mix. old in the sides to seal in this mix and 
then roll this over the top of the cucumber slices and 
owers and roll round to the other edge of the sheet. 
ou should be left with a nice pattern on the outside of 

the roll. Serve immediately with the dipping sauce.

Clare McQuillan is a foraging guide and freelance chef 
living in Belfast

DARREN KENNEDY’S 
SMOKED MACKEREL 
AND POTATO SALAD 
WITH A FUDGY EGG 
AND RADISHES
Serves 2

This is a really hearty, warming 
salad that is great to enjoy with a 
glass of white wine. The smoked 
mackerel give a lovely meatiness 
to the dish, while the simple 
rench-style mustard vinaigrette 

keeps the palate refreshed and 
complements the fish nicely.

INGREDIENTS
2 Hederman's smoked mackerel 
fillets
400g salad potatoes - I like to use 
Pink Firs
4–6 breakfast radishes, cut into 
rough chunks
20g spring onions, thinly sliced
3 sprigs mint, torn
2 eggs
20g Dijon mustard
10g malt vinegar
120ml extra virgin olive oil
Salt
Caster sugar
Black pepper

METHOD
1. To make the potato salad, put 
your potatoes in the pot and 
cover with water. Season with a 
generous pinch of salt. oil, then 
simmer, the spuds for ten to 
twelve minutes. Strain and keep 
warm under a kitchen towel.
2. While the potatoes are 
cooking, bring another small pot 
with about one litre of water in 
it to a boil. rop in the eggs and 
cook for seven minutes, then 
dunk them in ice water to stop 
the cooking. Once cool, peel and 
cut in half.
3. In a mixing bowl, add the spring 
onions, radishes and torn mint 
leaves.
4. To make the vinaigrette, In a 
small bowl or standing mixer, put 
the mustard, pinch of salt, pinch of 
sugar, pinch of black pepper, malt 
vinegar and 4 ml of water. Slowly 
whisk in the olive oil.
5. To assemble the dish, put the 
potatoes and veggies in a bowl, 
mix together and check the 
seasoning. Transfer to a plate and 
tear the smoked mackerel over 
the top, then add the eggs.

Darren Kennedy is head chef at 
St Francis Provisions in Kinsale

FRANK HEDERMAN AND 
CAROLINE WORKMAN
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CHRISTINE WALSH, Éan, Galway
The Art of Fermentation by Sandor Katz. I’ve 
read that book back to front a few times. I also 
love Harold McGee’s On Food and Cooking, 
which goes into the science behind cooking, 
and why certain things have a reaction or 
work together.

STEVIE TOMAN, Ox, Belfast
The book that probably had the biggest 
influence on me is Essential Cuisine by Michel 
Bras. I bought it back in 2002, and even today 
if I open it up it makes me go ‘wow’. It was 
way ahead of its time. It costs a fortune now 
because it’s so hard to get.

AISHLING MOORE, Goldie, Cork
The cookbook I find myself coming back to 
time and time again is Bar Tartine: Techniques 
& Recipes. It’s by Nick Balla and Cortney 
Burns from the restaurant of the same name 
in San Francisco. It’s an amazing reference 
book with lots of cool fermentation tips, and 
information on pickling and drying. It’s very 
ingredient-focused, which is what I love.

GARETH MULLINS, The Marker Hotel, Dublin
Thai Food by David Thompson. When I lived 
in Australia I picked up a copy, and it’s the 
only book I’ve ever seen that goes into so 
much detail about one type of ethnic cuisine. 
Thompson is an Australian chef who moved 
to Thailand and studied the topic from the 
ground up, and it’s just super reliable and 
constantly interesting. I’ve never tried a 
recipe from it that didn’t work. It’s also just a 
good read.

ANDY NOONAN, The Big Grill Festival
Pitt Cue Co. –  The Cookbook is the one 
that has really stayed with me and influenced 
me the most. It’s brilliant. It’s sad that Pitt 
Cue Co. is no longer around, but the book 
is amazing. It’s got loads of really good, 
honest and homely recipes, and it’s had a big 
influence on how I cook barbecue.

MIKE TWEEDIE, The Oak Room at Adare Manor
Eleven Madison Park by Daniel Humm and 
Will Guidara. It’s ten years old now, but it’s 

probably the most well-worn cookbook I 
own, so that must mean I’ve read it a lot. 
At the time, that was the kind of food I 
really wanted to cook, and while things have 
moved on, I really enjoyed it. Daniel Humm 
cooks the kind of food I’d like to eat. It’s not 
necessarily what I cook in the restaurant now, 
but it was an influential read for me. 

TEMPLE GARNER, San Lorenzo's, Dublin
My favourite food-themed book is Jeffrey 
Steingarten’s The Man Who Ate Everything. 
He was a food critic for Vogue magazine but 
found that there were lots of things he didn’t 
like to eat, so he set about overcoming his 
distastes. It’s very entertaining.

LILY RAMIREZ-FORAN, Picado Mexican
I’m a huge fan of Nigella Lawson. She took 
the fear out of cooking for me when I started 
to cook; I think her books are very non-
apologetic, and I love that. My favourite 
by her is Feast. I keep going back to it. I'm 
a comfort eater, and that’s what this book 
offers.

GARRY HUGHES, The Shelbourne Hotel, 
Dublin
The Savoy Cookbook by Anton Edelmann 
is an absolute classic. I have hundreds of 
cookbooks at home and this is the one I find 
myself going back to time after time. I bought 
it the day my daughter Emma was born, 
which makes it even more special. It’s my 
favourite book by far.

JÉRÔME FERNANDES, The Guinea Pig, Dalkey
The first book that had a huge influence 
on me was Larousse Gastronomique, an 
encyclopaedia of cooking that was first 
published in 1938. It’s the first book you buy 
as an apprentice chef, and even now I refer 
back to it. I have both the English and French 
versions. If I need to check something, it’s the 
first place I go.

DAVID BODAS GUTIÉRREZ, Ballynahinch 
Castle, Connemara
I really enjoy reading Tom Kerridge’s 
books, and in particular the Hand and 

Flowers Cookbook. But I also really love the 
Azurmendi book by Eneko Atxa.

PAMELA KELLY, Farmgate Cafe, Cork
I buy loads of new cookbooks and they’re 
great for hitting up one or two recipes, but 
the one I refer to most, one that works, is 
Darina Allen’s Forgotten Skills of Cooking. It’s 
the most stained book I have, the most used.

KEVIN BURKE, Library Street, Dublin
My favourite cookbook at the moment is Fruit 
by Cédric Grolet. He is just the most amazing 
pastry chef, and I’ve been obsessed with this 
book since it came out in 2019. The imagery 
is extraordinary and the recipes are exciting. 
The flavours he uses are really smart and it’s 
full of striking fresh and delicious desserts. It’s 
a great book for inspiration.

GRÁINNE O’KEEFE, Mae, Dublin
The Etxebarri Cookbook by Juan Pablo 
Cardenal & Jon Sarabia. It’s a gorgeous book 
from the Asador Etxebarri restaurant in the 
Basque region in Spain, and it’s basically all 
about cooking over flames. It’s a story about 
the restaurant and the chef, and how the ideas 
evolved. The recipes are really good and it just 
reminds me why I love cooking.

PAULA STAKELUM, Ashford Castle, Mayo
Bachour Gastro by Antonio Bachour. I’m a 
huge fan of his work and have kind of grown 
up with his books. He was particularly big 
when I started and so I’ve followed him as 
I’ve progressed and he’s really been influential 
for me. His latest book is full of really cool 
takes on classic desserts as well as new and 
interesting evolutions. There’s some savoury 
in there too, and it’s just a great look at what 
someone very talented is doing right now.

NIALL O’SULLIVAN, Killruddery Estate, 
Wicklow
Sepia: The Cuisine of Martin Benn. I’ve eaten 
at his restaurant in Sydney; he was head chef 
at Tetsuya’s for ten years, so his style is classic 
French-Japanese in terms of flavour profile, 
with really interesting combinations. It’s 
definitely a chef’s cookbook. The ingredients 
and techniques aren’t very accessible, but it’s 
visually beautiful and full of amazing dishes.

ETHNA REYNOLDS, Nádúr, Sligo
At the moment it's Ottolenghi Flavour. I 
love it during the summer months when the 
veggies are in full-go mode. It's great to be 
able to use vegetables as the centrepiece to 
dishes. I eat a lot of vegetarian dishes myself, 
especially during the warmer weather. FW

COOKBOOKS

Read it and eat
Every month, the country’s top chefs tell Food&Wine 
about their favourite cookbook. ALEX MEEHAN rounds up 
their recommendations for the ultimate culinary wish-list
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THE OUTSIDER

Head for 
the huts at 
Galgorm

OUTDOOR HOT TUBS, 
HYDROTHERAPY POOLS, SALT 
GROTTOS, RESTAURANTS, A COCKTAIL 
BAR: THERE WAS ALREADY A LOT TO 
EXPLORE AT THE GALGORM RESORT, 
HALF AN HOUR OUTSIDE BELFAST. 
But now there’s more in the shape of new 
shepherd’s huts, and it’s in one of those huts 
that I arrive to spend a weekend in.

More like little cabins, the huts are ideal 
for couples, although two-bed versions are 
set to arrive this summer. They come with an 
outdoor fire and a copper bath that s perfect 
for secluded relaxation – the huts are a good 
distance away from the main hotel – and 
there’s also a hob, microwave, kettle and more. 
Given the range of dining options available on 
site, however, it’s hard to imagine why you’d 
need to cater for yourself. 

Among those options is the River Room, the 
resort s fine dining restaurant, which hosts a 
range of special evenings throughout the year. 
On the evening we attended, the restaurant’s 

head chef Chris Rees paired dishes with matching tipples 
from Neill Wine.

Priced at 12  per person it included five courses and 
some delicious wines – we particularly enjoyed the Ghiga 
Ultimo Grappolo Vino Apassito 2018 and Stefanini Soave 
DOC “Il Selese” 2019 – plus canapés and petit fours.

If you’d rather have a spirits-focused evening, the 
resort is teaming up with local brand Copeland Gin 
to host a four-course meal paired with perfect serves 
and cocktails on May 31, with a guest speaker and live 
entertainment. That event will cost £60 per person.

Fratelli Ristorante, Gillies Grill and McKendry’s 
Lounge and Bar are among the other on-site dining 
options but for me, the Castle Kitchen + Bar is the 
spot to try. Situated about five minutes away from the 
resort s reception  don t worry, the staff have a eet of 
Range Rovers and minibuses that they use to spirit you 
around – it’s more casual and upbeat than some of the 
other locations with live music in the evenings plus a full 
cocktail menu.

Specialising in cooking over charcoal, the steaks are 
not to be missed, but it’s the baked Alaska that this place 
is best known for – just ask any of the resort’s staff and 
they will sing its praises to you. It really did live up to 
the hype, but the portion is large, so it s definitely one 
to share. Ask the staff to recommend their favourite 
cocktails; they didn’t steer us wrong. 

If I can leave you with one piece of advice on how to 
maximise your Galgorm experience, it is the following: 
make time for breakfast.

The spread put on at Gillies Grill each morning was 
incredibly impressive: local cheeses, smoked salmon and 
mackerel, handmade yoghurt parfaits, pork and leek 
sausages, soda and potato farls, American-style pancakes 
and waf es, and much more. If that doesn t tick all your 
breakfast boxes, I don’t know what will. FW

JORDAN MOONEY
spends a food-

focused weekend at 
the resort just 
outside Belfast

AN OVERNIGHT STAY IN A SHEPHERD’S HUT AT GALGORM COSTS £250/€300 PER NIGHT BASED ON TWO PEOPLE 
SHARING, AND INCLUDES A CELTIC SAUNA INFUSION TREATMENT AT THE SPA. THE NEXT GOURMET WINE EVENING 

WILL TAKE PLACE ON OCTOBER 20, WITH VARIOUS SPECIAL GIN EVENINGS TAKING PLACE THROUGHOUT THE YEAR – 
SEE GALGORM.COM FOR MORE. JORDAN MOONEY WAS A GUEST OF THE RESORT. 

GALGORM WILL 
BE HOSTING 

A NUMBER OF  
SPECIAL FOOD 

AND DRINK 
EVENTS IN 

THE COMING 
MONTHS
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HOT STUFF

This month we spoke to Mic Wejchert of Mic’s 
Chilli about his new range of hot sauces for the 
Simply Better Collection.

The story began in the early 1990s when a young Mic 
went to eli e to visit his sister and discovered the  avour-
fi lled world of hot sauce. There were so few chilli products 
and hot sauces in Ireland at the time but in Belize they had 
hot sauce on every table,  Mic explains. I fell head over 
heels in love with hot sauce, it just made good food better. It 
became a passion and I started making hot sauce at home.

It remained a hobby until the recession hit and Mic, who 
had been working as a structural engineer, saw construction 
work dry up. So in 2 1  he decided to try to turn his hobby 
and passion into a business. Since then the Wicklow-based 
brand has grown to become a byword for hot sauce in 
Ireland and is stocked in countries all over the world.

arly last year the unnes Stores Simply etter team 
reached out to Mic and his team. unnes were looking for 
a premium hot sauce line for the Simply etter collection,  
he explains. They approached us and we developed recipes 
that would suit their market. We ve got the Simply etter 
Hot Chilli Sauce, Simply etter Hot  Sauce and the 
Simply etter Hot Wing Sauce.

The Hot Chilli Sauce features habanero chillies blended 
with peppers, onions, carrots and Mexican spices. It s a 
perfectly balanced hot sauce,  Mic says. The Hot  
Sauce is a rich, glossy barbecue sauce with habanero chillies 
and smokey chipotle and the Hot Wing Sauce is made 
with red jalape os, habanero chillis, tangy pineapple and 
lemon juice.

Mic does the recipe development himself and he loves 
the process of uncovering the perfect  avour profi le. ou 
can have one recipe and it s okay but then you tweak one 
ingredient up 1  or 2  per cent and move another one 
down 1  ten percent and suddenly it just sings ,  he says.

It s about fi nding that perfect balance - that s where the 
magic happens.

s Mic explains the Simply etter sauces are extremely 
versatile and if you re new to the world of hot sauce there 
are great ways to try the hit of  avour they can bring to 
all sorts of dishes. Our motto is sauces make good food 
tastes better,  he says. It s not about blowing your head off 
with heat. ather than overtaking the  avour of what you re 
eating a good sauce lifts everything and elevates the 
other  avours.

Mic recommends trying the sauces in a stir fry or over 
pi a. The wing sauce is unbelievable dri led over a 
pi a and I use it as a salad dressing too,  he says. Try the 
barbecue sauce instead of tomato sauce on a cooked 
breakfast or add a little to pep up a humble chicken wrap. 
The sauces are also great with Mexican food like burritos 

or tacos or dri led over a poached egg,  Mic adds.

The Dunnes Stores Simply Better 
range has a well-deserved 

reputation for award-winning food 
and drink. Behind the scenes it also 

champions small Irish producers, 
helping them to grow while doing 

what they do best

MIC WEJCHERT
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The Simply etter hot sauces hit shelves in ebruary and Mic is delighted 
with how things are going. There s been a great response so far,  he says. 
He s enjoying working with the Simply etter team too. They re such high 
quality it has lifted us even further in terms of our own quality assurance, 
food safety and how we operate,  he explains. We re very proud to work 
with unnes and maybe we re reaching a new customer that we wouldn t 
have reached before.

In the end, it does come back to the customer and for Mic and his team 
knowing they can bring a bit of joy to people s day makes all the hard work 
worthwhile. We make a simple product, it s just hot sauce in a bottle, but it 
genuinely brings people so much pleasure. I love the thought that someone s 
day has been lifted because they have a bit of hot sauce in their sandwich for 
lunch or whatever it is. That s how I was when I fell in love with hot sauce, 
it just brings that extra bit of joy. So knowing we do that for other people is 
wonderful.  FW



THE 
COOK'S 
SHELF
Art and food 
meet at The 
Arniano Painting 
School, the 
Tuscan backdrop 
for a new title by the writer and 
cook Amber Guinness. Week-
long stays at the awless rnaino 
villa involve art, conversation and 
a plentiful supply of avourful 
Italian food, and A House Party in 
Tuscany does a fine job of bottling 
the mood. The book features all 
the makings of a late afternoon 
feast, from roast peaches with 
cream to artichoke risotto and 
new ways with tiramisu, plus notes 
on the art of keeping an Italian 
pantry and some wicked cocktail 
recipes, too. Published by Thames 
& Hudson, A House Party in 
Tuscany is widely available priced 
approx €25.
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The Insider

Monika and Mick Born started with a problem: when they first moved in together, their 
interior design taste far exceeded their decorating budget. Savvy Scandinavians that 
they are, a solution was quickly found: take IKEA furniture frames and ‘front’ them 

with designs of their own specification. Today as Superfront they manufacture fronts, sides, tops, 
handles and legs for IKEA cabinets, while rave press reviews have seen the range expand to 
include bolder colours (such as the recent Obsidian black collection) and increasingly abstract 
textures. For kitchens, the ‘Vertical’ texture pictured here in Desert Sand is especially versatile. 
Prices are from €100 for a slim cabinet front panel, with international shipping available and 
sustainability points a given. See superfront.com for more details and to order samples.

HOMEBIRD

TRIED
AND TRUSTED
with Greg Ferguson, head chef 
at Dunadry Hotel and Gardens, 
Co Antrim, dunadry.com

“A good set of knives is 
absolutely essential. I wouldn’t 
be without my set of Wüsthof 
knives in the commercial 
kitchen or at home. The other 
item I use regularly is my 
KitchenAid Mixer. Not only 
does it look good but it is a 
premium mixer and especially 
useful for bakers. I use it in the 
kitchen at Dunadry Hotel and 
Gardens every day, but also at 
home when making cookies 
with the kids.”

May's serving of Food&Wine's 
favourite kitchen, dining and interiors 
finds by ELAINE PRENDEVILLE
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The sell: The Aarke Carbonator 3 
is a lightweight water carbonator, 
delivering “perfect” sparkling water 
in less than ten seconds.

The price: The Aarke 3 in copper 
retails at €269 at Meadows & Byrne 
and elsewhere, with eight colour 
fi nishes a ailable at aar e om

Our experience:
his e i e omes assemble , b t 

you do need to purchase the Aarke 
CO2 lin er or a o a tream 
e i alent  separatel  to ma e 
the magi  happen  rning the 
carbonator on its side, we screwed 
the cylinder into the entry pins; 
a tri  eno gh pro ess on fi rst 
attempt b t wor able with pra ti e  

rom there it s eas  street, as o  
fi ll the a ompan ing bottle with 
fresh water and a pull of the lever 
transforms the plain water into 
sparkling seltzer in seconds, with 
two or three depressions creating 
stronger bubbles.

The highs: The obvious sell 
here is the design: this carbonator 
looks fantastic and easily outstrips 
a o a tream for goo  loo s  

tate of the art engineering ma es 
for elegance across the board, 
from the pre ision no le to the 
dinky drip tray and the cleaning 
loth that s also in l e  he 
arbonator  is e tremel  eas  

to use, with a buzz indicating 
that the carbonation process has 
omplete , an  it s a in h to lean 

too  ost importantl , the spar ling 
water tastes delicious.

The lows: This is considerably 
more e pensi e than its 
arbonating ompetitors, an  a 

matte fi nish ma  be the wa  to go 
as the copper version we trialled 
did pick up a couple of scratches.

F&W verdict: With equal 
emphasis on form an  f n tion, the 
Aarke Carbonator 3 is hard to fault.

SERVING Suggestions

SAVE TO CONTACTS
Y

ES
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ut
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Food entrepreneurs and 
brand marketers alike 
would be well served to 
add Thyme Studios to their 
contacts. The brainchild of 
food photographer Clare 
Wilkinson, the three-studio 

setup on Fortescue Lane in Rathmines in 
Dublin provides the setting for a variety of 
shoots, from social media content to TV ads 
and billboard campaigns. “The idea came 
from going to a new location every week to 
shoot and having to bring everything and two 
kitchen sinks with me,” Wilkinson says. “I was 
always surprised how in a country bursting 
with food producers and chefs we had no 
dedicated kitchen studio designed for food 
shoots. After searching for the perfect place I 
finally got the keys at the end of 2020.” Today 
Thyme is doing a bustling trade, offering 
adaptable spaces complete with a food prep 
area that combine to, as Wilkinson puts it: 
“allow photographers, videographers, food 
stylists and home economists the freedom 
to bring their ideas to life”. For more, see 
thymestudios.ie.

This ‘CLUMSY HANS’ trivet is a lovely bit of kitchen whimsy. It’s €39 at 
article.ie; Tea towel in ecru by LA CERISE SUR LE GATEAU, €24 at 

smallable.com; Made in Sandymount, Dublin 4 by a father and daughter team, 
these salt and pepper pots by SATURDAY WORKSHOP are priced €52 for 

the set at irishdesignshop.com. 
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Bowled
Over
Chris McClurg tells 

JORDAN MOONEY how the ‘big 
bowl’ episode of Derry Girls helped 

him emerge as one of the winners on 
this year’s Great British Menu TV 

show, and why a mentor is crucial to 
the career of any young chef

Chris McClurg doesn’t mince his words when he talks 
about the difference making a move from his native 
Northern Ireland made to his career.

“I was running in the wrong circles for a long time, and I 
was teetering on the edge of pissing away what could have 
been a fantastic career,” McClurg says. “But when I came 
here, Paul laid down the rules quickly and made it clear that 
things I would have done in Belfast didn’t fly here. As much 
as we have lots of fun and there’s times we blow off steam, 
he showed me that work is work.”

The ‘here’ McClurg is referring to is No6, the restaurant 
in Padstow in Cornwall where he is chef de cuisine, and 
the ‘Paul’ is Paul Ainsworth, his boss. The chef first became 
interested in No6 when he watched Ainsworth on the BBC 
series Great British Menu, which sees chefs competing to 
come out on top in a series of cooking challenges.

“Paul’s dessert on the show, A Trip to the Fairground, was 
actually what drew me to this restaurant in the first place. 
At the time, I was helping some friends set up a cocktail 
bar called Love & Death in Belfast, so I wasn’t working in a 
kitchen,” McClurg says.

“Chris Fearon, who I’d worked with in the past, had also 
just competed in Great British Menu - he had won the 
starter course round with this mad chicken dish, and Paul 
had won dessert. I loved how Paul came across, what he was 
about and the look of the restaurant, so I said to Chris that 
I’d love to go and meet him. Chris picked up the phone to 
Paul, and the next morning I was on a flight to Padstow.”

This year, things came full circle for McClurg when his 
own dessert came out on top on Great British Menu - and he 
has a certain group of four teenagers as well as a wee English 
fella to thank for inspiring his winning dish.

“I went with a sort of sherry trifle basically based on an 
episode of Derry Girls. The big bowl is a pure Irish thing, 
and it really struck a chord with me because my mum and 
my aunt Karen would have been exactly like that,” McClurg.

“We were always around each other's houses for dinner, 
and there was always some sort of trifley, layered thing in 
a big glass bowl. Whoever was making the dessert would 
borrow the big bowl off the other.”

McClurg’s Derry Girls Sherry Trifle highlighted Northern 
Irish produce and paid particular attention to texture and 
temperature.

“Trifle is a beautiful thing and it was important to me that 
the dish kept its roots, but classical trifle can be a bit one 
dimensional because it’s all one temperature: chilled jelly, 
chilled custard, chilled cream,” he says.

“I wanted to be intelligent in how I approached the layers, 
so I went with a warm, oozing chocolate moelleux, which is 
sort of like a fondant, made with 75 per cent dark chocolate, 
for the bottom layer. I balanced that with blonde miso and 
golden moelleux raisins, and I made a roasted vanilla gelato 
instead of the classical cream.”

The show’s producers like each contestant to include an 
ingredient with a personal connection, and for McClurg, 
that came in the shape of gin made at the Copeland Distillery 
in Co Down.

“Their gin is aged in oloroso sherry casks and was perfect 
for the dish and a personal connection. Gareth Irvine from 
Copeland sent me some of the gin and some of the oxidised 

IN THE KITCHEN
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sherry that had been left in the casks. That flavour profile 
gave birth to the whole dish; I made a jelly with the gin, 
sherry and apple juice, and I soaked the raisins in gin 
and sherry.

A wafer-thin nougatine made with cocoa nibs, roasted 
almonds and sea salt, roasted hazelnuts, “and a wee bit of 
Arabica coffee oil” rounded the dish off nicely.

Although McClurg worked in a variety of establishments 
before joining No6, including a three-year stint training at 
Jack O’Shea’s butchery in London, he credits Ainsworth 
with setting him on the straight and narrow.

“For a long time, I worked really hard but I played even 
harder. I’d always wanted to be a chef and I left a very good 
grammar school after fifth year to pursue this dream. I’m 
very lucky that my mother is very supportive; she always 
wanted me to follow my dream. She raised my sister Louise 
and I alone, and she had to be my mum and my dad, she 
worked two jobs just to support us and put us through 
school,” McClurg says.

In the similarly supportive atmosphere of No6, McClurg 
quickly rose up the ranks, and was part of the team that 
helped the restaurant win its Michelin star in 2013. He was 
made senior sous chef and then chef de cuisine, and was 
named as the Observer Food Monthly’s young chef of the 
year in 2018.

Now he is chef patron of Paul Ainsworth at No6, and has 
helped to hone the restaurant experience, increasing the 
team to 12 in the kitchen and 10 on the floor and catering 
for 40 covers, five days a week.

Noting the influence that Ainsworth has had on his career, 
McClurg believes that what young chefs need to succeed is a 
solid mentor.

“The most important thing for young cooks today is to get 
themselves somewhere where whoever they’re working for 
genuinely has a vested interest in their success,” he says. “There’s 
nothing worse than working for a massive operation that just 
churns out huge numbers. Here, everyone has a voice, everyone is 
creative and valued, and that’s what’s important.”

As to what’s next for McClurg, he has turned his focus towards 
the consumer experience. With hospitality struggling, ensuring 
that customers leave with a pleasant memory of their meal is more 
important than ever, and McClurg wants to make sure that his 
diners look back at No.6 fondly and eagerly await their next visit.

“We spent a lot of time during lockdown thinking about every 
single thing that contributes to the guest experience. How does it 
feel when you make a booking? How are you greeted? What is the 
flow of service?,” he says.

“Lockdown fast forwarded our creative development by probably 
three years, and now we are getting to put it all into place. I love 
this place with all my heart and everything I put in here is to show 
my continued loyalty to Paul and our team.” FW

Follow Chris McClurg on Instagram, @chrismcclurg

“We spent a lot of time 
during lockdown thinking 

about every single thing 
that contributes to the guest 
experience. How does it feel 
when you make a booking? 
How are you greeted? What 

is the flow of service?” CHRIS’ favourite five

1THE RESTAURANT
I had a fantastic lunch in Chapter One recently, but to be honest, for me, a 
favourite has to be somewhere that you frequent regularly that offers fantastic 

food and service. My favorite film isn t one I ve watched once, it s something I ve 
watched over and over again, and my favourite restaurant is Caffè Rojano, which 
is just around the corner from o . It s a really incredible Mediterranean-inspired 
casual eatery. It was Paul s second restaurant and it s really grown over the years. 
ou can t come to Padsworth without going to Caff  ojano.

2THE HOTEL
Virginia Park Lodge in Co Cavan. I think they strike the balance between 
really elegant country house chic and proper Irish hospitable charm. 

They ve added some shepherd s huts to the mix, and since my mum stayed 
there last summer, she cannot speak highly enough of it. And from a food 
standpoint, whatever Richard Corrigan puts his hand to turns to gold.

3THE INGREDIENT
Sherry vinegar. I can t live without it. Were always seeking the right balance of 
acidity and its great for that. I go through bucket loads of the stuff. It brings a 

really rounded, balanced acidity with loads of avour. It brings everything to life.

4 THE COOKBOOK
It s very hard to pick one, because like most chefs I have hundreds, but 
the one that really opened my eyes as a young chef was The French 

Laundry Cookbook by Thomas Keller. I had never seen that level of detail in 
cuisine before and it really blew my mind. I think I ve read it cover to cover 
about 1  times and ipped through the pictures ten times as often. It really 
was the most inspirational cookbook I ever picked up.

5THE KITCHEN GADGET
Currently, I love my Oroshigane wasabi grater. They come in loads of sizes, 
and while obviously they re made for grating wasabi, when you use them 

on really good quality citrus fruits like makrut limes or malfi lemons, they 
create really fine, delicate ests with no risk of any pith getting in. They also 
makes light work of root ginger and garlic. That s my favourite right now, but it ll 
probably change in a week! 
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LOTS TO LOVE
Got an old or rare bottle of Irish whiskey gathering 
dust on your sideboard? The operators of online 
auction sites could have some very good news for 
you, writes OISIN DAVIS 

A nyone who has ever watched 
Antiques Roadshow will have 
fantasised about uncovering 

a prized treasure in their attic, or 
salvaging some gem from a bruised 
and battered box filled with family 
heirlooms at the back of the wardrobe.

But such stereotypical locations may 
not necessarily be where something 
so valuable might be - it could be in 
your drinks cabinet. Vintage, rare and 
discontinued spirit collectors have 
found havens in online auction sites, 
where substantial sums are regularly 
dropped on single bottles.

Irish whiskey brands have been 
flourishing in this relatively new, but 
highly lucrative arena. Such has been 
the demand for the more sought-after 
whiskeys made here that there are now 
three major players in Ireland operating 
online whiskey auctions.

Anthony and Katie Sheehy who 
are behind the longest established, 
Irish Whiskey Auctions, set up their 
businesses, Katie Sheehy says, out of  
“pure frustration”.

“We had bought a bottle of Slieve Na 
gCloc whiskey from a British auction 
site as a gift for my dad for Christmas 
in 2017, as it was named after the 
mountain in the Cooleys that he was 
born on,” Sheehy says.

“But the bottle was stopped by 
customs entering into Ireland. We 
were telling a friend, who said it was a 
shame that there was no auction house 
in Ireland. We looked into it, then 
launched the platform in January 2018, 
but we didn’t hold our first auction 
until that October.”

Their process is a simple one, and 
is often dubbed eBay for whiskey. 
Sellers deliver a bottle of whiskey to 
them and it gets listed in their next 
auction, where bids are made online 
by registered members. Both the buyer 
and the seller are charged a fee.

In the Sheehys’ early days, there was 
a clear definition between buyers and 

FREE SPIRITS

“One of the Sheehys’ 
customers sold a 

vintage bottle to fund 
a deposit on a house”

ANTHONY SHEEHY OF 
IRISH WHISKEY AUCTIONS
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sellers. Crossover was rare, but as their 
business has matured and evolved, so has 
their audience.

“Nowadays many of our members both 
buy and sell. Some view it as a bit of a 
hobby and rotate bottles through their 
collections, and others are constantly 
trying to improve their portfolios,” 
Anthony Sheehy says.

“The entire Irish whiskey industry 
has grown, it has attracted so many new 
people who are also engaged in both 
accumulating and trading. They are always 
looking for the next new release which 
will be collectable in years to come. Many 
have different reasons for logging on, so 
every auction is different because they’re 
always attracting new people and offers.”

A typical exchange might see a member 
selling a bottle to simply buy an even older 
variety. One of the Sheehys’ customers 
sold a vintage bottle to fund a deposit on 
a house, while one of their most famous 
transactions involved a couple making 
€20,000 from a bottle that had been sitting 
in a cupboard in their home.

What have been their biggest sales? 
“We have had a few headline sales since 

we started the business, but two of the 
biggest happened earlier this year. We sold 
a Midleton Very Rare Silent Distillery No.1 
for €48,000, and then a Midleton Very 
Rare Silent Distillery No. 2 for €46,000,” 
Anthony Sheehy says.

“But the ones we are most proud of are 
the charity items that we sell every month. 
We receive bottles or items donated by 
the Irish whiskey community which are 
then featured in our monthly auctions, and 
sold to raise funds for the donor's chosen 
charity. We also donate the commission on 
that item, and to date we have raised over 
€50,000 for different causes.”

With a loyal customer base in 23 
countries, the Sheehys have come to learn 
what their buyers are looking for.

“Customers are so well informed these 
days that they can see through some of 
the marketing spiel, and that’s especially 
true of Irish whiskey fans,” Katie Sheehy 
says. “They want a great quality product 
at a fair price. Sometimes brands can get 
so carried away telling the story they have 
constructed that they ignore or forget the 
basics.” FW

WHISKEY BIDDERS
whiskeybidders.com
Director Ian Hayes and his 
team are the latest crew 
on the auction scene in 
Ireland. They've only been 
trading for a year but have 
quickly established a very 
loyal and active following. 
Their portfolio includes 
all styles and levels of Irish 
whiskey, including a bottle 
from Cassidy & Co of 
Monasterevin, a distillery 
that closed in 1921.

CELTIC WHISKEY 
AUCTIONS
celticwhiskeyauction.com
Owned and operated by 
the same team behind 
the Celtic Whiskey Store 
and Whiskey Live Dublin, 
this site was set up in 
September 2021. It has 
recently sold some highly 
prized bottles of 28-year-
old Bushmills Malaga Cask.

WHISKY 
AUCTIONEER 
whiskyauctioneer.com
Although based in 
Scotland, a erman office 
allows Whisky Auctioneer 
to sell to EU states. This 
is good news for Scotch 
lovers, as it often has some 
fascinating exclusives from 
that part of the world, 
such as a recent ‘Secret 
Speyside’ collection.

DEAN CARROLL ON BEER
Get ready for the return of the festival
It’s time to reconnect with the brewers of 
your favourite beers as they open their doors 
for the first time sin e the pan emi  began  

esti al season is ma ing its tri mphant 
return, and the beer community has never 
been one to pass on a han e to gather 
together  ere are a few options to oin the 
omm nit  an  sample some of the finest 

beers a ailable this s mmer

2FIDELITY
The award-winning Dublin brewery Whiplash 
is teaming up with The Big Romance, the 

music and beer-focused bar, for this phenomenal 
gathering of global breweries in the Mansion House 
on July 15 and 16. Set to a backdrop of rotating DJs, 
Fidelity is all about the beer and the people who 
make it. It's designed to give you time to chat with 
some of the world's most passionate brewers and 
learn about their craft. Tickets are €69.61 each, with 
unlimited drinks included. See fidelity.beer to book.

3HAGSTRAVAGANZA
After an all-too-long hiatus, Sligo's 
Hagstravaganza is back on August 6. Guests 

will be greeted with live music, food trucks and 
garden Olympic games. The event is organised by 
the White Hag brewery and attracts some of the 
world’s most exciting breweries. Tickets are €30 
plus booking fee, and the price includes four drinks. 
Book at thewhitehag.com.

1HAPPY DAYS
If you’re reading this on the morning of May 1, 
good news - youre in time for the final day of 

the Rascals Brewing Happy Days food and beer 
festival in Inchicore in Dublin. Some of Ireland's top 
breweries, including Galway Bay, DOT Brew and, 
of course, Rascals itself, will be pouring exclusive 
beers and core range staples. The spacious venue 
will also be serving up Mexican tacos, burgers, 
wings and the usual sublime pizzas. Tickets are €20 
plus booking fee, see rascalsbrewing.com.

HERE ARE THREE OTHER ESSENTIAL AUCTION SITES TO KEEP AN EYE ON
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Change your view of chardonnay
Forget the buttery, over-oaked and cloying examples of the 1990s - 

today’s chardonnay producers are making some wonderful wines, writes 
MICK O'CONNELL

As a wine nerd, the most common question I get asked is “what’s 
your favourite wine?”. My dad-joke answer is always the same: 
“the one that’s free”.

While I do like being bought a glass or three, the real answer to that 
question is that my favourite wines are those from the Burgundy region 
in France, and particularly the great whites of the region. I’ve had 
more jaw on the floor moments from these wines than any other set, 
and I’m only sorry that I can’t afford to drink them every day.

When I started researching this article, I set out to decide whether 
wines made from from chardonnay, that great chameleon grape variety, 
grown outside its ancestral home of Burgundy could compete with the 
best of that region.

In short, the answer is no - but they don’t need to be. Sadly, even 
simple white Burgundy is now out of most people’s budgets, but value 
can still be found in other parts of the chardonnay-growing world.

Even more importantly, there has been a subtle style change in those 
regions, meaning we can now find wines that aren’t just Chablis or 
Puligny-Montrachet copycats. Chardonnay has again turned a corner.

Chardonnay can show the hand of the winemaker like no other grape 
variety. Given its neutral, non-aromatic style, the aromas derived from 
the winemaking can sit up and take centre stage.

Its heyday was arguably the early 1990s, but it began to fall 
horribly out of fashion towards the end of that decade. Three stages of 
winemaking conspired to bring chardonnay to greatness, but also were 
to blame for much of its downfall.

Lees-stirring, or bâtonnage, is probably the easiest of those stages 
to understand. Once the yeasts have done their biblical miracle work 
of turning grape juice into wine, they are left in the liquid as a fine 
sediment, or lees. Stirring these lees up through the wine can have the 
impact of adding richness and a creaminess of texture to the palate.

That creamy texture is not to be confused with creamy or dairy 
aromas. The most famous of those aromas in chardonnay sense is 
butter, with the term “buttery chardonnay” whispered by wine lovers 
in case their untrendy adoration of this style be exposed.

The aromas come about through the snappily-titled winemaking 
process known as malolactic fermentation. I’ve watched enough eyes glaze 
over at tastings to know this isn’t exciting stuff for anyone other than the 
most ardent wine nerds, but it has a big impact on all wine styles.

Blocking it stops these aromas and keeps a zippy, malic Granny 
Smith-style bite to the acid profile of a wine. Allowing it to happen 
gives the buttery style and softer line of balancing acid.

The most important and divisive of the trio is the use of oak. A range 
of options exist here, with oak chips and staves being inexpensive and 
oak barrels adding up to €3 per bottle to the cost price of a finer wine. 

Oak adds flavour with vanilla and baking spice, like nutmeg and 
cinnamon. It can also add texture and bite to a wine by adding tannin, 
but more often than not winemakers use it to round and smooth out a 
wine’s edges, and to integrate flavour through slow gentle oxidation.

These three winemaking techniques in the wrong hands conspired to 
make the cloying chardonnay of the late ‘90s that ruined the party for 
those who were still making excellent wines. Late picked fruit, high 
alcohols, lees work, buttery aromas, vanilla from oak; when combined 
the volume was turned up to 11 and it wasn’t pleasant at all.

The Anything But Chardonnay movement came about as reaction to 
that, and buttery was replaced by Chablis-facing wines that were tense, 
refreshing and mineral. It seems this richer style is having a revival, 
albeit with winemakers having learned lessons from the past, by 
keeping a level of refreshing nature in these more powerful wines.

Here are six great options that will convince you to love chardonnay 
again. FW

95-100: 
exceptional, of world-class 

quality

90-94: 
very good quality

88-89: 
average, but lacks 

greatness

85-87: 
average to modest

80-84: 
below average

70-79: 
poor

BELOW 70: 
unacceptable quality

VINE ARTS

WINE RATINGS

This is the international marking 
system for wine ratings, a 100-point 
scale which works on a percentile, 
rather than a percentage, scale.
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1ARNOT-ROBERTS TROUT GULCH 
VINEYARD
€72 from Neighbourhood Wine and 

Green Man Wines (93)
Duncan Arnot and Nathan Roberts are 
masters of site selection, and their cool 
vineyard in the Santa Cruz mountains in 
California gives fruit of rare freshness and 
power. Despite Roberts being a cooper 
by trade, these wines have just a hint of 
complexing nutmeg oak aroma.

4SHAW + SMITH M3
€40 from Mitchell & Son Wine 
Merchants, Baggot Street Wines, 

Whelehans Wines and 64 Wine (92)
This wine undergoes full malolactic 
fermentation, so creamy aromas come 
through a peachy palate, with some mealy 
texture from lees stirring and toast from 
oak. The blessed trinity is in full swing 
here, but works so well with a spoonful 
of  inty reduction.

2TERRAZAS DE LOS ANDES
€22 from Whelehans Wines (90)
This wine wears its 14 per cent ABV 

lightly. Extremely clean, it has a generous 
mid-palate of peaches and cream leading 
to a refreshing citrus fi nish. It s a great 
example of the elegance and power 
capable in these high altitude sites in 
Mendoza in Argentina.

5BÉNÉDICTE & STÉPHANE 
TISSOT ROSE MASSALE
€65 from 64 Wine and Neighbourhood 

Wine (93)
From an interesting grape mutation, 
chardonnay rose, this is a lesson in the 
excitement available in ura wines. It s 
vibrant, with tingling, refreshing acidity, 
plush texture and bucketloads of depth. 
A wine to drink or keep, with food or as 
an apéritif.

3CLOUDY BAY
€44 from Mitchell & Son Wine 
Merchants, The Vintry, Higgins Off 

Licence and Wicklow Wines (92)
It may be a household name for its 
sauvignon blanc, but this for me is the 
more interesting Cloudy ay wine. It s 
rich and round, with a hint of butter 
adding to the decadent feel, but it has also 
changed to take account of new trends, 
with more mouthfeel and weight. 

6CRYSTALLUM THE AGNES
€35 from Whelehans Wines, The 
Corkscrew and wineonline.ie (92)

From young gun Peter-Allan Finlayson 
in Hemel-en-Aarde comes this brilliant 
example of what South Africa can achieve 
with chardonnay on cooler plots. Expect 
ripe peach, white  owers, subtle butter 
and a touch of brioche complexity.

1 2 3 4 5 6
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SECRET
RESTAURATEUR

This month our industry insider 
is sizing up the thorny issue of 
floor space

Does size matter? Restaurant size, that is. I’ve been pondering 
this after a recent visit to Badam, a new Indian and Nepalese 
restaurant which is surely one of the smallest in Ireland.

It’s housed in a tiny unit underneath a railway bridge on the Howth 
Road in Dublin, within arm’s reach of one of the busiest traffic routes 
in the city. My friend The Writer lives nearby, and she tells me the 
space has been vacant for most of the last 15 years, apart from very 
brief intervals.

She was amazed at the thought that it could be turned made into any 
kind of viable business, so brought me along to check it out. We found 
a (very) small restaurant with smart lighting and chic furnishings, space 
for 14 covers at any one time, and delicious food. With some tweaks, 
over time it could be something really special.

But I did have to wonder if such a small place could really hope to be 
a viable business. With such limited space for each sitting, how could 
you hope to deliver high quality food at reasonable prices while turning 
a decent profit?

And don’t restaurants at the other end of the scale face similar 
problems? Larger than average spaces open up possibilities of 
inefficiency and waste, and the potential for a less attentive staff.

But there are many extreme examples around the world of 
restaurants large and small who seem to be doing just fine. The smallest 
in the world is believed to be Kuappi in Finland, which essentially 
consists of a lakeside garden shed with a table for two and room for 

a chef. The largest is Bawabet Dimashq in Damascus, which is an 
incredible 20,000 square metres, seats 6,014 people, and is more akin 
to an open-air market.

Before my recent discovery of Badam, the smallest restaurants 
I was aware of in Ireland were Bottega Toffoli and the deliciously-
named Assassination Custard, both in Dublin, as well as Ichigo Ichie, 
a Japanese restaurant in Cork city, three popular and thriving places 
with a regular clientele. The Dawson Lounge in Dublin – famed as 
Ireland’s smallest pub – is positively enormous compared to any of 
those restaurants.

But does small size have an impact on the quality of a restaurant’s 
food offering, and on its viability as a business? Generally we tend to 
think that very big is bad, and that very small can’t last. But is that 
necessarily the case? Logic should tell us that there is a sweet spot 
somewhere in between.

We restaurateurs tend to have a grass is greener attitude, and suffer 
from some unique form of spatial dysphoria. Our business brains often 
tell us that we’d like a space that’s just that little bit larger, allowing us 
to squeeze in a few extra tables on busy weekends.

During the Covid-19 restrictions (apologies for using the dreaded 
C-word...) restaurants large and small came to appreciate every inch 
of our floor space, as social distancing rules reduced the number of 
available seats by up to 30 per cent for those of us who chose to follow 
those rules.

Our hearts crave a more intimate space, that bijou, romantic feeling 
which reminds us of family-run restaurants on the continent. But of 
course, as in all things, the customer is king. Space and layout have a 
huge impact on guest experiences, and someone who is uncomfortable 
in their surroundings is unlikely to make a repeat visit.

The Lawyer, an inveterate winer-and-diner, prefers a smaller cosy 
atmosphere. Commenting on his trip to a new Dublin restaurant which 
had gotten rave reviews, he scoffed that it was “too bright, breezy 
and empty - like a hotel restaurant”. In contrast, on our trip to one of 
Temple Bar’s finest Italians, with our elbows almost touching those of 
our neighbouring guests, he was perfectly content.

Is this reflective of most diners? Perhaps, but as with all things, 
it’s in the eye of the beholder. Thankfully we have a range of options 
in Ireland to cater for all tastes. Wrestling with the agoraphobia and 
claustrophobia of restaurateurs and diners alike ain’t easy, but it’s just 
one of the many daily struggles we face. FW

SUPER SLEUTH



Summer Wine Tasting
Join FOOD&WINE on Friday May 20 at 

The Westbury Hotel for a summer wine tasting event in partnership with WineSpark. 

From 6pm, meet renowned winemakers Federico Cerelli and Iria Otero, 
each of whom will share premium wines and provide tasting notes as you sip. 

A panel discussion exploring the art of summer wine 
enjoyment will be led by FOOD&WINE editor Gillian Nelis 

HOSTED BY:
GILLIAN NELIS

EDITOR, 
FOOD&WINE

GILLIAN NELIS
EDITOR, 

FOOD&WINE

WINEMAKER FEDERICO CERELLI
IS ONE OF ITALY’S BEST RESPECTED NAMES IN WINE, WITH 

WINERIES SUCH AS CASTELLO DI GABBIANO, BINDI SERGARDI 
AND FATTORIA DI LAVACCHIO AMONG HIS CLIENTS.

Limited tickets available priced €30 and include light bites and the opportunity 
to taste seven wines curated by WineSpark exclusively for this event

For further details and to book see foodwineexperiences.ie

IRIA OTERO MAKES OUTSTANDING ALBARINO WINES IN HER 
VINEYARDS IN GALICIA, SPAIN. A TRAINED PHARMACIST, SHE 
IS NOW ON A MISSION TO SHARE THE BEAUTY OF WELL-MADE 
ALBARINO WITH THE WORLD. 
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